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VIA E-FILING AND HAND DELIVERY    January 26, 2016 
The Honorable Leonard P. Stark 
U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware 
844 North King Street 
Wilmington, DE 19801 
 

 RE: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc., C.A. No. 14-1525 (LPS) 
 

Dear Chief Judge Stark:  
 

Social Ranger submits this letter concerning Facebook’s inappropriate and overly 
restrictive two-step approach for collecting and reviewing documents in response to Social 
Ranger’s First Set of Requests for Production of Documents (“the Requests”).  Facebook’s 
approach guarantees that responsive documents will not be produced to Social Ranger.  
Facebook’s methodology is unreasonable and inconsistent with its discovery obligations and the 
principles of proportionality outlined in Section 1(b) of the Default Standard for Discovery. 

 

After being compelled by this Court to produce documents and to disclose its search 
terms (D.I. 40), Facebook revealed that it was utilizing two “layers” of search terms—one search 
used to cull and identify the “initial collection set,” and then another search within the initial 
collection set to identify the “review set” of documents that will actually be reviewed for 
production.1  In other words, Facebook has refused to apply its search terms (which were 
purportedly designed for the Requests) across the entirety of a custodian’s files.  Instead, it has 
artificially “filtered” the custodial sets before applying the necessary search terms.  Despite 
Social Ranger’s best efforts to meet and confer with Facebook, Facebook has refused to 
reconsider its approach or to offer a compromise sufficient to address Social Ranger’s legitimate 
concerns.2  To put it simply, the parties remain at an impasse because Facebook’s current search 
term methodology prevents responsive documents from ever being reviewed for production.  
Accordingly, Social Ranger hereby seeks an order compelling Facebook to eliminate its 
preliminary layer of search terms and to utilize a single, broader set of search terms similar to the 
keyword searches currently being utilized by Social Ranger across all documents for the selected 
custodians.3   
 

Facebook’s Preliminary Layer of Search Terms is Arbitrary and Unnecessary.  Facebook’s 
starting point is already artificial and exceedingly narrow because Facebook has limited 

                                                 
1 The search terms used by Facebook at each stage are included in Facebook’s January 15, 2016 
letter (Ex. 1).  In that letter, Facebook confirms that it is utilizing the same-two tiered 
methodology for responding to Social Ranger’s Second Set of Requests for Production (Request 
Nos. 143-158) and includes one additional term at the first layer and four additional queries at 
the second layer purportedly tied to those requests.  The additions are highlighted for the Court’s 
convenience.  Social Ranger also notes that Facebook’s January 15, 2016 letter omitted one of its 
second-layer queries: (Platform w/5 business) AND (impact* or effect*).  See Ex. 7 (including 
that query). 
2 The parties met and conferred by telephone on December 9, 2015 and exchanged 
correspondence before and after the telephonic meet and confer (see Exs. 2-10). 
3 Social Ranger requests that any order also apply to Facebook’s responses to Social Ranger’s 
Second Set of Requests for Production. 
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document collection to only 10 custodians, stating that they are “the current and former 
Facebook employees who were closest to the issues at stake in this litigation during the relevant 
time period” (D.I. 38).  Consistent with paragraph 5(b) of the Default Standard for Discovery, a 
single set of keyword searches—i.e., not two search layers—should be applied to all documents 
from these limited custodians to locate potentially responsive documents. 

 

Throughout the meet and confer process, Facebook could not articulate a valid 
justification for deviating from the well-accepted and routinely applied protocols for collecting 
and reviewing ESI.  Indeed, Facebook offered only an unpublished discovery order from In re 
Biomet M2a Magnum Hip Implant Products Liability Litig., No. 3:12-MD-2391 (N.D. Ind. Apr. 
18, 2013) (Ex. 11) to defend its unorthodox approach.  That decision, however, involved a 
challenge to using keyword searches of any kind.  The Biomet court did not approve Facebook’s 
two-step approach.  Rather, it merely held that using a single-level of keyword searches to 
identify the review set is consistent with defendant’s discovery obligations.  The court’s decision 
therefore offers no support for what Facebook has done here—i.e., employing the equivalent of 
three layers of filters: a preliminary layer of search terms, a second layer of intentionally narrow 
queries, and a third layer of human reviewers. 

 

Social Ranger attempted in good faith to negotiate with Facebook, even suggesting that it 
might agree to Facebook’s use of a two-layer search if Facebook utilized a broader set of initial 
search terms.  Facebook nonetheless refused to include basic (and obvious) terms that are 
irrefutably relevant to this litigation, including, for example: platform*, canvas, game*, 
monetiz*, exclusiv*, compet*, market, plan* or strategy*.  It is unreasonable for Facebook to 
assume that these essential terms would be captured by other, narrower terms.  See e.g., Robert 
Bosch LLC v. Snap-On, Inc., No. 12-11503, 2013 WL 1018080, at *1–2 (E.D. Mich. Mar. 14, 
2013) (rejecting defendant’s objection to running additional search terms that are commonly 
used on the grounds that they would be captured by other more specific terms).4  Facebook also 
cannot identify any burden from including Social Ranger’s proposed additional terms because, 
under Facebook’s two-tiered methodology, documents resulting from the preliminary search 
terms would need to survive Facebook’s second filter in order to be included in the subset of 
documents that will actually be reviewed.5  The Court should compel Facebook to eliminate its 
preliminary layer of search terms or, at a minimum, require Facebook to include in the initial 
                                                 
4 Facebook’s refusal to include highly relevant terms in its first layer of search terms (which is 
used to merely collect documents) is especially egregious in light of Facebook’s demand that 
Social Ranger significantly expand its already broad search terms (which Social Ranger applied 
against all documents to identify the review set).  Social Ranger accepted nearly all of 
Facebook’s additional search terms (Ex. 12).  A comparison between Social Ranger’s search 
terms (Appendix A to Ex. 12) and Facebook’s two layers of search terms (Ex. 1) reveals how 
extremely narrow and restrictive Facebook’s methodology is and how it inevitably eliminates 
responsive documents from Facebook’s document review, thus ensuring they are never 
produced. 
5 Unsubstantiated claims of burden are routinely rejected by the courts.  See Exec. Mgmt. Servs., 
Inc. v. First Third Bank, No. No. 1:13-cv-00582, 2014 WL 5529895, at *7 (S.D. Ind. Nov. 3, 
2014) (rejecting burden argument where defendant claimed only that the search terms would 
result in hits in over 100,000 documents); Assured Guar. Mun. Corp. v. UBS Real Estate Secs. 
Ins., No. 12 Civ. 1579, 2012 WL 5927379, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 21, 2012 (determining 
defendant’s claim that search terms would result in a “harvest of over 600,000 documents” to be 
“not a particularly compelling statistic … because it says nothing about the possible significance 
of the documents” (internal citations omitted)).   
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filter the additional basic terms proposed by Social Ranger.   
 

Facebook’s Second Layer of Search Terms is too Narrow.  Facebook’s second layer of search 
terms, which is applied to the initial collection set to identify the further subset of documents that 
will actually be reviewed for responsiveness and production, is restricted to less than twenty 
search queries.  These are far too narrow and include too many limitations to capture the full 
scope of the Requests.  Each of Facebook’s second-layer queries is purportedly tied to a group of 
requests—sometimes more than 80 requests—and cannot reasonably be expected to identify 
potentially responsive documents to each request.  For example, Facebook asserts that at least the 
first of the following two queries are intended to capture documents responsive to more than 50 
requests, including Request No. 5 that calls for documents related to Facebook’s review, 
analysis, or evaluation of actual or projected impact of the Facebook Platform on Facebook’s 
business: 

 (Platform w/5 user*) AND business AND (impact* or effect*) 
 (Platform w/5 business) AND (impact* or effect*) 

 

Facebook’s queries lack terms basic to the request—including: review, analys*, evaluat*, or 
projected—and also combine the term “Platform” with the terms “user” or “business” in such a 
restricted manner that the effectiveness of the search is grossly limited.  (For example, an email 
author would not ordinarily use the word “business” when already using the term “Platform.”)  
Facebook’s handful of other queries is similarly deficient. 
 

By contrast, in responding to Facebook’s requests, Social Ranger crafted searches 
tailored to specific requests without adding unnecessary limitations.  For example, in response to 
Facebook’s request for documents relating to Social Ranger’s business plans, Social Ranger 
applied the following query to an unfiltered collection set: 

 (“Social Ranger” OR “Social2Web” OR S2W OR “games business”) AND (plan* OR 
strategy* OR analys* OR pric* OR “fee structure” OR budget* OR projection* OR 
projected OR expand OR expansion OR develop* OR compet* OR market OR study OR 
studies OR survey* OR present*) 
 

Facebook’s extraordinarily narrow second layer of search terms would be unreasonable even if 
those were the only searches used.  But Facebook applies them to an already filtered collection 
set, leaving no doubt that relevant material is being systematically excluded.  The Court should 
compel Facebook to use keyword searches consistent with its discovery obligations and similar 
in scope to the searches used by Social Ranger. 
 

The Present Dispute is Timely.  Facebook conditioned its consent to the joint request for a 
discovery teleconference on Social Ranger including an additional “issue” relating to the alleged 
timeliness of this dispute.  Facebook contends that, pursuant to the Court’s November 5 Order 
(D.I. 40), any challenge to its search term methodology had to be raised, if at all, by November 
24.  However, Facebook’s search term methodology was not the subject of the November 5 
Order (D.I. 40), and so it (and any other unforeseen discovery disputes) could not have been 
covered by the November 24 deadline in that Order.  The present dispute is the result of 
extensive negotiations between the parties and was not ripe for the Court’s review until after the 
parties met and conferred on December 9, 2015 and determined they were at an impasse through 
correspondence on December 16, 2015.  (Ex. 8.) 
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Respectfully submitted, 
 
/s/ Kenneth L. Dorsney 
 
Kenneth L. Dorsney (I.D. #3726) 
kdorsney@morrisjames.com 

 
cc: All counsel of record (via electronic mail) 
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By Electronic Mail January 15, 2015 

David M. Elihu  
Quinn Emanuel 
865 South Figueroa St., 10th Fl. 
Los Angeles, CA 90018-2543 

Re:  Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc., C.A. No. 14-1525 
(LPS) 

Dear David: 

This responds to your letter of January 8, 2016 regarding Facebook’s Objections 
and Responses to Social Ranger’s Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents 
(“Social Ranger’s Second Set of RFPs”).  I respond to the issues you raise in turn. 

Collection, Search Terms, and Search Term Methodology.  We confirm that 
we have applied a two-stage collection and review process to Social Ranger’s Second Set 
of RFPs.  Documents from each of our ten custodians have been collected using the 
following updated search term:  

Payments OR “payment processing” OR credits OR offers OR 
“offer ads” OR (monetiz* AND developer) OR “Super 
Rewards” OR “SuperRewards” OR Kickflip OR Gambit OR 
Adknowledge OR deceptive OR mislead* OR fraud OR scam* 
OR ((“social game network”) AND compet*) OR “virtual 
currency service” OR “virtual currency services” OR “virtual 
good*” OR “virtual currenc*” OR trialpay  

 The following updated search terms have been applied in the second stage of the 
review process: 

Search Term Social Ranger RFPs covered 
(payment* w/10 (process* or polic*)) and 
(platform) 

2, 6, 8, 14,16-17, 19-23, 29-62,65-73,80-89, 
94-104, 107-114, 146-154 

virtual currency service* 1, 2, 12-18, 20, 23, 31, 36-39, 68-70, 80-83, 
95-100, 107-109, 143-145, 152-153 

monetiz* w/5 (develop* or game*) 2, 5, 7, 12-24, 29-62,65-73,80-89, 95- 
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104, 106-115, 145-153 

(compar* or compet*) w/5 (pay* or 
monetiz* or “virtual currency service*” or 
“Credits”) 

1, 12-13, 15-19, 20-24, 29-62, 65, 67-73, 
80-89, 94-104, 106-115, 143-145, 150, 152 

“Super Rewards” or SuperRewards 13-14, 16-18, 66-72, 80-83, 105, 152 
(blog w/3 dev*) AND (credits or payment* 
or "virtual currency" or monetiz*) 

6-7, 14-15, 19-23, 29-30, 32, 41-47, 60-64, 
66-73, 80-89, 101-104, 106-115, 149-152 

Credits w/5 (“fee structure” or pricing or 
terms or polic*) 

8, 13,16-22, 24, 29-62, 65-73, 80-89, 94-
104, 110-115, 143-154 

(Zynga or Playfish) w/5 Credits 14, 16-24, 29-36, 40, 42-47, 61-62, 65, 68-
73, 80-89, 95-104, 110-115, 143-144, 149-
152 

(Credits or payments) and polic* and 
enforc* 

14-15, 19-20, 29, 32, 43-62, 65-73, 80-89, 
94-104, 110-114, 149-153 

(Press or media or article) w/5 (credits or 
payment*) 

13-16,19-23, 35, 40-45,63-64,67,70-73, 80-
89, 95-104, 110-115, 144, 150, 151, 153 

Platform w/5 (revenue or IPO or "market 
share" or competitor*) 

1-2, 5, 6, 12, 16-24, 40, 43-62, 65, 70, 88, 
94-104, 115, 143, 146-150 

(Platform w/5 user*) AND business AND 
(impact* OR effect*) 

5-6, 14-15, 17-24, 36-38, 40, 43-62, 65, 70, 
80-89, 94-104, 115, 146-150, 155 

Platform AND (dev* w/5 (encourage* OR 
incentiv*)) 

6-7, 15, 19-24, 30, 36-38, 41-62, 65, 70-73, 
84, 95-104, 106-109, 110-115, 146-153 

(MySpace OR Bebo OR Hi5 OR Orkut OR 
Google) AND (“virtual currency” or 
“virtual good”) 

1, 12, 16, 18, 24, 36, 37, 61, 62, 101-104, 
143-145 

(Platform w/5 (launch or announce*)) 
w/10 dev* 

6, 8, 24, 98-99 

“Platform Policy” and (“Section 10” or 
“virtual currency” or “virtual goods”) 

65-72, 94, 154 

@trialpay.com 12-14, 17-18, 68, 80-84, 145-148, 152, 155-
156 

TrialPay w/5 (agreement or terms or deal) 12-14, 15, 17, 18, 69, 80-84, 105, 146, 147-
149, 152, 155-156 

“Consumer Watchdog” AND Credits 157-158 
“Virtual Currency” w/5 monetiz* 2, 5, 7, 12, 16, 19-23, 29-62, 65-73, 80-89, 

95-104, 106-115, 143, 145-153 
Platform and (monetiz* w/5 app*) 5, 7, 15, 12, 16, 19-23, 29-62, 65-73, 80-89, 

95-104, 106-115, 143, 145-153 
 

Request for Production Nos. 146-149.  As you state, Facebook has agreed, subject 
to its objections, to produce non-privileged documents relating to Facebook’s efforts to 
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monetize Facebook Platform that relate to payment processing or offer ads.  We also 
confirm that Facebook has also produced any responsive, non-privileged documents 
responsive to its efforts to monetize “virtual currency” generally.  This encompasses the 
full scope of monetization-related activities at issue in this litigation.  Any generation of 
revenue from banner ads or Facebook’s “social feed” are outside the scope of this case.   
 
Request for Production No. 150.  We confirm that in response to this request, 
Facebook did not exclude, and has produced, any responsive, non-privileged documents 
relating to Facebook’s “strategies, analysis, and communications” on this topic. 
 
Request for Production No. 154.  We confirm that in response to this request, 
Facebook has produced or will produce any responsive, non-privileged documents 
relating to its internal analyses of Section 10 of Facebook’s July 1, 2011 Platform Policy. 
 
Request for Production No. 155-156.  Facebook has agreed to produce and has 
produced a wide range of documents responsive to Social Ranger’s requests relating to 
TrialPay.  We disagree that Social Ranger is “entitled” to information about Facebook’s 
relationship with TrialPay on issues or agreements unrelated to the scope of this 
litigation going only to Facebook’s “overall course of conduct.”  Nevertheless, as 
reflected by the broad search terms outlined above, we confirm that Facebook’s 
production on these requests includes any non-privileged documents concerning any 
agreement between Facebook and TrialPay during the relevant period, as well as any 
communications with TrialPay regarding same -- i.e., our  responsiveness coding with 
respect to TrialPay was not formally limited to “payment processing” or “offer ads.”   
 
Request for Production No. 158.  We confirm that Facebook will be providing a 
privilege log for any documents responsive to RFP 158 withheld or redacted on the basis 
of privilege. 
 

* * * 
 
 We hope and expect that this will satisfy your concerns.  If it does not, please let 
us know. 
 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Alexander B. Aronson 
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Cindy Reichline

From: Cindy Reichline
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2015 8:29 PM
To: 'Gimblett, Jonathan'; kevinteruya@quinnemanuel.com; David Elihu 

(DavidElihu@quinnemanuel.com) (DavidElihu@quinnemanuel.com); Derek Linke; 
Dorsney, Kenneth L. (KDorsney@morrisjames.com); Derek A. Newman; John Ceglia

Cc: Barnett, Thomas; Aronson, Alexander; Lahr-Pastor, Sonia; Lee, Anne; David Ross 
(DRoss@ramllp.com); Benjamin J. Schladweiler (BSchladweiler@ramllp.com)

Subject: RE: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc.

Jonathan, 
 
We write to discuss a number of preliminary questions and matters regarding the search terms identified in your 
November 10, 2015 letter, as updated by your November 11, 2015 email below.  It appears from your letter that 
Facebook is using two layers of search terms—one set to identify the initial collection and another to identify a subset of 
documents that will actually be reviewed for responsiveness to Social Ranger’s first set of RFPs. 
 
Facebook has claimed on multiple occasions that the custodians whose documents Facebook plans to review are the 
Facebook employees and former employees who are “closest to the issues” at stake in this litigation during the relevant 
time period.  As such, there is no basis for Facebook to run the documents for these select custodians through a 
funneled, two step approach.  In addition, that approach is unduly complicated and confusing in terms of understanding 
and evaluating the effect of the interplay between the two levels of search terms.  Any search terms should be applied 
to all documents from the selected custodians.  According to the Court’s Default Standard for Discovery, if Facebook 
elects to use search terms, it shall search “emails and other ESI maintained by the custodians identified in accordance 
with paragraph 3(a).”  Default Standard ¶ 5b. 
 
In addition, we ask that you identify the specific responses that are subject to a targeted collection effort.  For all other 
responses, we ask that you identify, by response, the particular search query/queries Facebook proposes to use to 
identify potentially responsive material for that particular response.  Once we have this information, pursuant to the 
Default Standard, we will be in a position to determine to what extent additional search terms are necessary.  Social 
Ranger will be disclosing the search terms it is using in response to Facebook’s document requests in a similar manner 
under separate cover.  
 
Given the short time remaining before Facebook’s production deadline, we ask that you provide the above‐requested 
information by Tuesday, November 17. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Cindy 
 
Cindy Reichline 
STRANGE	&	BUTLER	
 
United States 
12100 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 1900, Los Angeles, CA 90025 
+1 310 207 5055 
 
United Kingdom 
11/12 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5LU 
+44 (0) 20 7839 4403 
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creichline@strangeandbutler.com 
www.strangeandbutler.com 

 

 
 

From: Gimblett, Jonathan [mailto:JGimblett@cov.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:32 PM 
To: kevinteruya@quinnemanuel.com; David Elihu (DavidElihu@quinnemanuel.com) (DavidElihu@quinnemanuel.com); 
Derek Linke; Cindy Reichline; Dorsney, Kenneth L. (KDorsney@morrisjames.com); Derek A. Newman; John Ceglia 
Cc: Barnett, Thomas; Aronson, Alexander; Lahr-Pastor, Sonia; Lee, Anne; David Ross (DRoss@ramllp.com); Benjamin J. 
Schladweiler (BSchladweiler@ramllp.com) 
Subject: RE: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc. 
 
Kevin: 
 
I need to make one correction to the search terms listed in part 3 of the letter attached to my email below: the term 
((social W/2 network) AND compet*) should be replaced with (“social game network” AND compet*). 
 
Apologies for this error in the letter. 
 
Regards, 
 
Jonathan 
 
 

  
Jonathan Gimblett 
 
Covington & Burling LLP 
One CityCenter, 850  Tenth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20001 
T +1 202 662 5457 | JGimblett@cov.com 
www.cov.com 
 

 

This message is from a law firm and may contain information that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
immediately advise the sender by reply e-mail that this message has been inadvertently transmitted to you and delete this e-mail from your system. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
 
 
 

From: Gimblett, Jonathan  
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 6:33 PM 
To: kevinteruya@quinnemanuel.com; David Elihu (DavidElihu@quinnemanuel.com) 
(DavidElihu@quinnemanuel.com); Derek Linke; Cindy Reichline (creichline@strangeandbutler.com); Dorsney, 
Kenneth L. (KDorsney@morrisjames.com); Derek A. Newman; John Ceglia (jceglia@strangeandbutler.com) 
Cc: Barnett, Thomas; Aronson, Alexander; Lahr-Pastor, Sonia; Lee, Anne; David Ross (DRoss@ramllp.com); 
Benjamin J. Schladweiler (BSchladweiler@ramllp.com) 
Subject: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc. 
 
Dear Kevin: 
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Please see the attached letter. 
 
Regards, 
 
Jonathan 
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     November 24, 2015 
 
VIA EMAIL 
 
Jonathan Gimblett 
Covington & Burling LLP 
One City Center 
850 Tenth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001-4956 
jgimblett@cov.com 
 
Re:  Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc., C.A. No. 14-1525 (LPS) 
 
Dear Jonathan: 
 

This letter responds to your November 18, 2015 correspondence providing a further 
explanation of the search term methodology utilized by Facebook in responding to Social 
Ranger’s First Set of Requests for Production.    

We continue to have concerns about Facebook’s funneled, two step approach for 
collecting and reviewing documents responsive to Social Ranger’s document requests.  The first 
layer of search terms seems unnecessary in light of the limited number of custodians identified 
by Facebook and the full scope of Social Ranger’s document requests.  Facebook has stated on 
multiple occasions that the identified custodians are the current and former Facebook employees 
who were closest to the issues at stake in the litigation during the relevant time period.  Facebook 
has also represented to the Court that these custodians include the Facebook executives and 
employees responsible for both the high-level strategic development of the products and policies 
at issue, as well as the day-to-day operation, implementation, and enforcement of these products 
and policies.  (D.I. 38.)  Based on Facebook’s repeated representations, with the selection of 
these custodians, a discrete set of potentially responsive documents has already been identified.  
Efforts to prematurely limit an already narrow collection of documents is in conflict with the 
principles of proportionality outlined in Section 1(b) of the Court’s Default Standard for 
Discovery and has the potential of severely prejudicing Social Ranger.   

If Facebook insists on using a preliminary set of search terms as a filter for its initial 
collection set, in order to avoid any potential prejudice to Social Ranger, it must employ search 
terms that are significantly broader than the search terms currently being proposed.  For example, 
the preliminary set of search terms does not include basic terms relevant to this litigation 
including, but not limited to:   

platform*, canvas, develop*, publish*, game*, app*, ad*, ads*, monetiz*, pay*, 
purchase*, offer*, “virtual good*,” “virtual currenc*,” points, reward*, play*, 
exclusiv*, compet*, plan*, strategy*, market, process*, polic*, proc*, price*, 
fee*, revenue*, margin*, press, media, blog*, illegal, antitrust, MySpace*, Bebo, 
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Hi5, Orkut, SuperRewards, SR, Offerpal, (offer w/2 pal), Zynga, Playfish, 
playdom, launch*, or agreement*.   

In addition, highly relevant terms (such as “monetize” or “developer” or “competition” or 
“social game network”) should not be combined with other terms that would substantially limit 
the reach of the initial search.  For instance, Facebook has agreed to produce documents relating 
not only to competition for social games, but has also agreed to produce documents relating to 
competition for virtual currency services.  The proposed search query—(social w/2 network) 
AND compet*—is far too limited and would exclude these relevant documents from the initial 
collection set.   

With respect to the second layer of search terms applied by Facebook, which will identify 
the subset of documents that will actually be reviewed for responsiveness, Facebook’s proposed 
queries are far too narrow and include too many limitations to capture the full scope of 
documents requested by Social Ranger.   

For example, Facebook has agreed to produce documents relating to its efforts to 
monetize the Platform and to develop monetization services for the Platform; yet, Facebook’s 
proposed search queries that include the term “monetiz*” fail to include basic terms to capture 
such documents, including: Platform, Credits, canvas, app*, ad*, ads*, pay*, purchase*, offer*, 
“virtual good*”, “virtual currenc*”, points, reward*, play*.  Facebook’s proposed search queries 
to identify documents it agreed to produce relating to competition faced by Facebook.com and 
the Platform are similarly too narrow, ignoring relevant terms such as:  Platform, canvas, 
developer*, publisher*, game*, app*, ad*, ads*, pay*, purchase*, offer*, “virtual good*”, 
“virtual currenc*”, points, reward*, play*, MySpace*, Bebo, Hi5, Orkut, SuperRewards, SR, 
Offerpal, (offer w/2 pal), Zynga, Playfish, playdom.  

There are numerous other examples of Facebook’s proposed search queries failing to 
include highly relevant terms.  A few are included below: 

• In response to Request for Production No. 5, Facebook agreed to produce (in your 
November 10, 2015 letter) “all documents related to Facebook’s review, analysis, 
or evaluation of the actual or projected impact or effect of the Facebook Platform 
on Facebook’s business.”  Facebook’s proposed search queries to identify 
potentially responsive documents, however, do not include terms basic to the 
request, including:  review, analys*, evaluat*.  Further, combining the term 
“Platform” with “user” and “business” to identify documents relating to “impact” 
or effect” grossly limits the effectiveness of the search.   

• In response to Request for Production No. 6, Facebook agreed to produce (in your 
November 10, 2015 letter) “all of Facebook’s public statements directed to 
developers relating to the launch of the Platform.”  Of the four search queries 
proposed, only one search query can reasonably be expected to capture potentially 
responsive documents— and even that query excludes relevant (and obvious) 
terms such as: Platform, canvas, developer*, publish*, game*, app*, ad*, ads*, 
pay*, purchase*, offer*, virtual good*, points, rewards, play*.  In addition, there 
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are no search queries that include basic terms related to this request, such as:  
announc*, launch or introduce*.   

• In response to Requests for Production Nos. 18, 21, and 22, Facebook agreed (in 
your September 18, 2015 letter) to produce “business plans addressing the current 
and future generation of revenue from games and applications available through 
Platform.”  The search terms Facebook proposed to locate responsive documents 
(as listed in your November 18, 2015 letter) do not even include the terms:  
business plan*, plan*, or app*. 

We ask that Facebook comply with the spirit of the Court’s Default Standard for Discovery and 
promptly provide by Tuesday, December 2, 2015, a revised set of search terms to address the 
issues identified above.   

Finally, there are several requests for which Facebook has neither identified search terms 
nor identified the documents as subject to a targeted collection effort.  These requests include 
Requests for Production Nos. 28, 116–135, and 142.  Please explain how Facebook intends on 
identifying documents responsive to these requests.   

Should you have any questions or believe it would be helpful to discuss in further detail 
any of the issued identified herein, please let us know.   
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Cindy Reichline, Esq. 
December 12, 2015 
Page 2 
 
 

With respect to the second layer of search terms, we again disagree with your 
characterizations and maintain that Facebook’s second-level search terms are more than broad 
enough to capture the full scope of documents Facebook has agreed to produce.  We also again 
reject Social Ranger’s proposed additional search terms, which are overbroad and certain to 
bring in documents unrelated to the litigation, unduly burdening Facebook.  However, in the 
spirit of compromise and in the interest of avoiding an unnecessary discovery dispute, we agree 
to produce responsive, non-privileged documents under the following additional searches: 

1.  Documents related Facebook’s analysis of competition: 

a. (MySpace OR Bebo OR Hi5 OR Orkut OR Google) AND (“virtual 
currency” or “virtual good”) 

b.  “Virtual Currency” w/5 monetiz* 

2. Documents related to Platform’s effect on Facebook’s business: 

a.  (Platform w/5 business) AND (impact* or effect*) 

3. Documents related to public statements to developers concerning the launch of 
Platform: 

a.  (Platform w/5 (launch or announce*)) w/10 dev* 

b. Additionally, we note that another of Facebook’s existing search terms not 
previously noted  ─  Platform AND (dev* w/5 (encourage* OR incentiv*)) 
─ is responsive to this topic. 

4. Documents concerning the current and future generation of revenue from games 
and applications available through Platform: 

a. Platform and (monetiz* w/5 app*) 

b.  “Virtual Currency” w/5 monetiz* 

* * * * 

Finally, you note several categories of documents for which Facebook has not identified 
search terms.  Please see our responses below: 

1. Request for Production (RFP) No. 28:  This request seeks documents sufficient to 
show certain information regarding current and former employees involved with 
Facebook Credits.  Facebook does not intend to run search terms specific to this 
request, which will be satisfied through Facebook’s overall document production.  
Identifying details in the numerous emails, business plans, and other documents 
in our productions are sufficient to show the sought-after information concerning 
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Cindy Reichline, Esq. 
December 12, 2015 
Page 3 
 
 

individuals who played a role in the conception, creation, development, 
maintenance, and/or operation of Facebook Credits. 

2. RFP Nos. 116-135:  These requests seek documents in support of contentions 
advanced in Facebook’s Answer to Social Ranger’s Complaint.  Facebook does not 
intend to run search terms in response to these requests.  Naturally, Facebook 
will disclose and produce any document on which it seeks to rely. 

3. RFP No. 143: This request seeks documents sufficient to identify Facebook 
employees involved with the maintenance of Facebook’s databases and records.  
Facebook does not intend to run search terms specific to this request.  While we 
note that this request would have been more appropriately propounded as an 
interrogatory, Facebook is conducting a reasonable search and will produce non-
privileged documents responsive to this request, to the extent they exist. 

* * * * 

In light of the court’s November 24 deadline for Social Ranger to have raised additional 
discovery disputes on these issues, and the fact that Facebook disclosed its terms well in advance 
of that date, on November  11, we are unsure on what basis Social Ranger conceives to bring 
another discovery dispute before the court.  Given that context, and considering Facebook’s 
meaningful productions to date, the compromise offers set forth above are generous and should 
be more than sufficient to resolve Social Ranger’s outlined concerns with our search terms.  
Should you continue to have concerns, however, please let us know. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Alexander B. Aronson 
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Kenneth L. Dorsney 
302.888.6855 

kdorsney@morrisjames.com

 

500 Delaware Avenue, Suite 1500|Wilmington, DE 19801‐1494  T 302.888.6800F 302.571.1750 

Mailing Address  P.O. Box 2306  | Wilmington, DE 19899‐2306  www.morrisjames.com 

   

  December 17, 2015 
 
VIA E-FILING AND HAND DELIVERY      
 
The Honorable Leonard P. Stark 
U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware 
844 North King Street, Unit 26, Room 6124 
Wilmington, DE 19801-3555 
 
RE: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc., C.A. No. 14-1525 (LPS) 
 
Dear Chief Judge Stark: 
  
The parties in the above-referenced matter write to request the scheduling of a discovery 
teleconference.  The following attorneys, including at least one Delaware Counsel and at least 
one Lead Counsel per party, participated in a verbal telephonic meet-and-confer on December 9, 
2015:  
  
For Social Ranger: 

Delaware Counsel: Ken Dorsney 
Lead Counsel: Kevin Teruya, Cindy Reichline, David Elihu, and Jason Sykes 

  
For Facebook: 

Delaware Counsel: Benjamin Schladweiler 
Lead Counsel: Jonathan Gimblett, Alexander Aronson, and Sonia Lahr-Pastor 
  

The disputes requiring judicial attention are listed below: 
  

Facebook’s use of a two-tiered search term methodology for collecting and reviewing 
documents in response to Social Ranger’s First Set of Requests for Production. 

 
 

Respectfully submitted,  
 
   /s/ Kenneth L. Dorsney 

 
Kenneth L. Dorsney (I.D. #3629) 
kdorsney@morrisjames.com 

 
KLD 
cc: All counsel of record (via electronic mail) 
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By Electronic Mail December 22, 2015 

Cindy Reichline, Esq. 
Strange & Butler, LLP 
12100 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1900 
Los Angeles, CA 90025 

Re:  Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc., C.A. No. 14-1525 
(LPS) 

Dear Cindy: 

This responds to your letters of December 16 and 21 2015 regarding respectively 
Facebook’s and Social Ranger’s search terms.  

Again, we disagree with Social Ranger’s assertion that Facebook’s preliminary search 
terms eliminate a material amount of responsive documents from the collection set or unduly 
limit the universe of responsive documents.  As we have explained, this initial set of search 
terms was designed to be overbroad so as to capture all documents relevant to the issues in this 
litigation.  In a spirit of cooperation, we have added those of Social Ranger’s proposed additional 
search terms that reasonably relate to those issues.  Social Ranger’s review of Facebook’s 
productions will confirm that the preliminary and secondary search terms have operated 
together to identify a rich and extensive set of responsive materials. 

Facebook’s claims of burden are not, as Social Ranger insists, unspecified or conclusory.  
Indeed, they stem directly from Social Ranger’s proposed search terms, which are absurdly 
expansive and certain to lead to the unnecessary collection and review of millions of irrelevant 
documents.  The terms “Platform” or “ad*,” for example, would capture vast swathes of 
Facebook’s business that have nothing to do with the matters involved in this litigation, thereby 
negating the purpose of applying search terms in the first place.  Against this backdrop, we find 
unpersuasive Social Ranger’s citation to Assured Guaranty Municipal Corp., in which, as you 
point out, the court denied defendant’s claim of burden “because it [said] nothing about the 
possible significance of the documents.”  Our objections to Social Ranger’s proposed search 
terms, by contrast, are entirely directed to their relevance (or lack thereof).    

Facebook’s approach, moreover, is rooted in the Default Standard’s proportionality 
principles and satisfies Facebook’s discovery obligations under the Federal Rules.  Contrary to 
Social Ranger’s assertion, the two-step approach is not unprecedented; indeed, courts have 
recently upheld this approach as consistent with Rule 26 under the principle of proportionality.  
See In re Biomet M2a Magnum Hip Implant Products Liability Litig., No. 12-MD-2391 (N.D. 
Ind. Apr. 18, 2013) (rejecting plaintiffs’ challenge to defendant’s use of preliminary “keyword 
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Cindy Reichline, Esq. 
December 22, 2015 
Page 2 
 
 
culling,” holding that the “likely benefits of the discovery proposed by [plaintiffs]” did not 
“equal[]or outweigh[] its additional burden on, and additional expense to” the defendant”).  Of 
course, courts also routinely uphold computer-assisted predictive coding approaches, which are 
similarly designed to cull discovery collection sets in the interest of efficiency. 

Given Social Ranger’s insistence on raising this dispute before the court, we will consent 
to your proposed joint letter as modified in the attached, which addresses the timeliness of 
Social Ranger’s request to invoke the Court’s discovery dispute procedures.  We disagree with 
your reading of the deadline in the Court’s November 5, 2015 Oral Order, which by its terms is 
not at all limited in the way Social Ranger describes, and which naturally applies to disputes 
concerning the search terms that Facebook was ordered to disclose in item (4) of that Order. 

With respect to your letter of December 21, 2015, concerning Social Ranger’s search 
terms, we continue to have serious concerns about Social Ranger’s insistence on including, as a 
qualifying limitation on many of its search terms, “the names of business lines and/or company 
names.”  We are certainly sympathetic to your concerns about burden − indeed, they closely 
resemble the concerns that we have raised (and which you have dismissed) with respect to many 
of Social Ranger’s proposed search terms.   Notwithstanding your concerns, however, and 
recognizing that Social Ranger’s custodians may work on businesses unrelated to Super 
Rewards, these qualifying limitations seem certain to exclude responsive information. Quite 
simply, communications made in the ordinary course of business are unlikely to refer 
consistently to a company’s own “business lines and/or company names.”   

To allay our concerns, and in the interest of avoiding placing an additional unnecessary 
dispute before the Court at this time, please (i) confirm that you are able to represent that the 
Social Ranger document sets collected and reviewed pursuant to search strings containing these 
limitations include substantially all documents responsive to the Facebook’s requests in 
question; and (ii) explain the basis for that representation.  We would be particularly interested 
to see any Social Ranger, Super Rewards or Adknowledge policy or practice that dictates the 
inclusion of  “business lines and/or company names” in ordinary course communications about 
that particular business line or company.  If you cannot make such a representation, we trust 
that Social Ranger will work in good faith to develop and apply adequately inclusive search 
terms.  

Yours sincerely, 

Alexander B. Aronson 
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Kenneth L. Dorsney 
302.888.6855 

kdorsney@morrisjames.com

 
 

500 Delaware Avenue, Suite 1500|Wilmington, DE 19801‐1494  T 302.888.6800F 302.571.1750 

Mailing Address  P.O. Box 2306  | Wilmington, DE 19899‐2306  www.morrisjames.com 

 

DC: 5929335-1 

   

  December 23, 2015 
 
VIA E-FILING AND HAND DELIVERY      
 
The Honorable Leonard P. Stark 
U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware 
844 North King Street, Unit 26, Room 6124 
Wilmington, DE 19801-3555 
 
RE: Social Ranger, LLC v. Facebook, Inc., C.A. No. 14-1525 (LPS) 
 
Dear Chief Judge Stark: 
  
The parties in the above-referenced matter write to request the scheduling of a discovery 
teleconference.  The following attorneys, including at least one Delaware Counsel and at least 
one Lead Counsel per party, participated in a verbal telephonic meet-and-confer on December 9, 
2015:  
  
For Social Ranger: 

Delaware Counsel: Ken Dorsney 
Lead Counsel: Kevin Teruya, Cindy Reichline, David Elihu, and Jason Sykes 

  
For Facebook: 

Delaware Counsel: Benjamin Schladweiler 
Lead Counsel: Jonathan Gimblett, Alexander Aronson, and Sonia Lahr-Pastor 
  

The disputes requiring judicial attention are listed below: 
  

1. Whether Social Ranger’s failure to comply with the deadline set forth in the 
Court’s oral order of November 5, 2015, bars it from raising a dispute now 
concerning Facebook’s search terms. 

2. If Social Ranger is not so barred, Facebook’s use of a two-tiered search term 
methodology for collecting and reviewing documents in response to Social 
Ranger’s First Set of Requests for Production.	

 
 

Respectfully submitted,  
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Kenneth L. Dorsney 
302.888.6855 

kdorsney@morrisjames.com

 

500 Delaware Avenue, Suite 1500|Wilmington, DE 19801‐1494  T 302.888.6800F 302.571.1750 

Mailing Address  P.O. Box 2306  | Wilmington, DE 19899‐2306  www.morrisjames.com 

 
   /s/ Kenneth L. Dorsney 

 
Kenneth L. Dorsney (I.D. #3629) 
kdorsney@morrisjames.com 

 
KLD 
cc: All counsel of record (via electronic mail) 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA

SOUTH BEND DIVISION

IN RE: BIOMET M2a MAGNUM HIP )
IMPLANT PRODUCTS LIABILITY )
LITIGATION (MDL 2391) ) CAUSE NO. 3:12-MD-2391

)
)

                                                       )
This Document Relates to All Cases )
                                                       )

ORDER REGARDING DISCOVERY OF ESI

Biomet has produced 2.5 million documents to plaintiffs in this docket’s

constituent cases, and the Plaintiffs’ Steering Committee believes production

should run to something closer to 10 million documents. The parties have set

forth their positions on the procedures or protocols that should be used to

facilitate identification, retrieval, and production of electronically stored

information in submissions filed on April 1 and 5. The parties seek my guidance

as to the direction discovery of ESI should take, and I believe the parties need a

prompt ruling more than they need extensive discussion of each point they raise. 

Biomet began producing documents in cases eventually centralized here in

the summer of 2012. Some plaintiffs’ counsel, anticipating this docket’s formation,

told Biomet (occasionally in forceful terms) not to begin document production until

the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation decided whether to centralize. 

Biomet, neither sold on centralization nor free of judicial exhortations in other

cases against it, started the process of identifying and producing documents. 
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Biomet used a combination of electronic search functions to identify

relevant documents. Keyword culling was used first, reducing the universe of

documents and attachments from 19.5 million documents to 3.9 million

documents, comprising 1.5 terabytes of data. Removal of duplicates left 2.5

million documents and attachments. Statistical sampling tests of a random

sample projected, with a 99 percent confidence rate, that between .55 and 1.33

percent of the unselected documents would be responsive and (with the same

confidence level) that between 1.37 and 2.47 percent of the original 19.5 million

documents were responsive. In comparison, Biomet’s keyword/deduplication

approach had identified 16 percent of the original 19.5 million. 

Biomet then employed technology-assisted review, or predictive coding, to

identify the relevant documents to be produced from the 2.5 million that emerged

from the keyword and deduplication processes. Predictive coding has found many

uses on the Internet. Under predictive coding, the software “learns” a user’s

preferences or goals; as it learns, the software identifies with greater accuracy just

which items the user wants, whether it be a song, a product, or a search topic.

Biomet used a predictive coding service called Axelerate and eight contract

attorneys to review a sampling of the 2.5 million documents. After one round of

“find more like this” interaction between the attorneys and the software, the

contract attorneys (together with other software recommended by Biomet’s e-

discovery vendor) reviewed documents for relevancy, confidentiality, and privilege. 
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To date, Biomet’s e-discovery costs are about $1.07 million and will total

between $2 million and $3.25 million. 

Biomet invited the Plaintiffs’ Steering Committee to suggest additional

search terms and offered to produce the rest of the non-privileged documents from

the post-keyword 2.5 million so the Steering Committee can verify that Biomet is

producing the relevant documents. The Steering Committee has declined those

offers, believing they are too little to assure proper document production. 

The Steering Committee contends Biomet’s initial use of the keyword

approach has tainted the process. They point to a recent article that mentioned

unidentified “literature stating that linear review would generate a responsive rate

of 60 percent and key word searches only 20 percent, and [the defendants in the

case being discussed] proposed that predictive coding at a 75 percent responsive

rate would be sufficient.” Barry Kazan and David Wilson, TECHNOLOGY-ASSISTED

REVIEW IS A PROMISING TOOL FOR DOCUMENT PRODUCTION, New York Law Journal

(Mar. 18, 2013). The Steering Committee sees Biomet’s approach as insufficient

because, although it employed predictive coding, Biomet began with the less

accurate keyword search. The Steering Committee sees Biomet’s offer to let the

Steering Committee propose search terms as unhelpful because the Steering

Committee’s unfamiliarity with Biomet terminology prevents them from making

suggestions advisedly. 

The Steering Committee wants Biomet to go back to its 19.5 million

documents and employ predictive coding, with plaintiffs and defendants jointly
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entering the “find more like this” commands. Biomet objects on a variety of

grounds, including its estimate that virtually starting over would cost it millions

more than the millions it already has spent in document production. The Steering

Committee responds that Biomet gambled when it spent millions on document

production that several of plaintiffs’ counsel warned Biomet not to undertake until

the Panel had centralized the cases. 

The issue before me today isn’t whether predictive coding is a better way of

doing things than keyword searching prior to predictive coding. I must decide

whether Biomet’s procedure satisfies its discovery obligations and, if so, whether

it must also do what the Steering Committee seeks. What Biomet has done

complies fully with the requirements of Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 26(b) and

34(b)(2). I don’t see anything inconsistent with the Seventh Circuit Principles

Relating to the Discovery of Electronically Stored Information. Principle 1.02

requires cooperation, but I don’t read it as requiring counsel from both sides to

sit in adjoining seats while rummaging through millions of files that haven’t been

reviewed for confidentiality or privilege. Both sides cite reports from the Sedona

Conference project, e.g., The Sedona Conference, The Sedona Conference

Commentary on Proportionality in Electronic Discovery (Jan. 2013); The Sedona

Conference, The Sedona Conference Best Practices Commentary on the Use of

Search and Information Retrieval Methods in E-Discovery, 8 Sedona Conf. J. 189

(2007); and The Sedona Conference, Conducting E-Discovery After Amendments:
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The Second Wave, 10 Sedona Conf. J. 215 (2009), and I don’t see Biomet’s

approach as running afoul of any of the principles set forth in those publications. 

In contrast, the Steering Committee’s request that Biomet go back to Square

One (more accurately Square Two, since Biomet first collected the 19.5 million

documents) and institute predictive coding at that earlier stage sits uneasily with

the proportionality standard in Rule 26(b)(2)(C).  Doing so would entail a cost in

the low seven-figures. The confidence tests Biomet ran as part of its process

suggest a comparatively modest number of documents would be found. The

Steering Committee challenges that conclusion by pointing to studies (one in

1985) indicating that, on average, Boolean searches identify less than a quarter

of the relevant documents in a set of documents. Boolean language provides the

basis for keyword searches, though I can’t find anything in this record that

equates today’s keyword searches to Boolean searches. In contrast, the Steering

Committee says predictive coding identified 75 to 95 percent of the relevant

documents — about four times more efficient than keyword searches. The 75

percent figure appears to come from the previously-cited recent New York Law

Journal article about technology-assisted review as part of document production.

The article itself doesn’t vouch for the accuracy of the 75 percent figure; the article

simply notes that in a Virginia state court case, Global Aerospace v. Landow

Aviation, No. CL 61040 (Va. Cir. Ct., Loudon County, Apr. 23, 2012), the

defendants “proposed that predictive coding at a 75 percent responsive rate would

be sufficient.” I can find no source for the 95 percent figure. 
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It might well be that predictive coding, instead of a keyword search, at Stage

Two of the process would unearth additional relevant documents. But it would

cost Biomet a million, or millions, of dollars to test the Steering Committee’s

theory that predictive coding would produce a significantly greater number of

relevant documents. Even in light of the needs of the hundreds of plaintiffs in this

case, the very large amount in controversy, the parties’ resources, the importance

of the issues at stake, and the importance of this discovery in resolving the issues,

I can’t find that the likely benefits of the discovery proposed by the Steering

Committee equals or outweighs its additional burden on, and additional expense

to, Biomet. FED. R. CIV. P. 26(b)(2)(C).

The Steering Committee appears to argue that Biomet is estopped from

relying on proportionality arguments based on the incremental cost of what the

Steering Committee seeks because Biomet embarked on its document

identification in disregard of pre-centralization warnings and advice from some

counsel for plaintiffs in individual cases. It might be that the Steering Committee’s

argument could carry the day in some cases, but this one doesn’t seem to be such

a case. The Steering Committee hasn’t argued (and I assume it can’t argue) that

Biomet had no disclosure or document identification obligation in any of the cases

that were awaiting a ruling on (or even the filing of) the centralization petition.

Until the MDL Panel enters a centralization order under 28 U.S.C. § 1407 (or

transfers a tag along pursuant to an earlier centralization order), a transferee

court is free to act on pending matters. Indeed, through its conditional transfer
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orders, the Panel regularly encourages transferee courts to do so. To hold that a

party that behaves as the transferee court directs, or that follows the transferee

court’s standing procedures, does so only by forfeiture of the proportionality

provision of Rule 26(b)(2)(C), seems an uncongenial exercise of whatever discretion

I have. It also would seem inconsistent with the purposes of centralization under

§ 1407. 

In making this ruling, I assume that Biomet will remain open to meeting

and conferring on additional reasonably-targeted search terms and to producing

the non-privileged documents included in the statistical sample. Beyond that, if

the Steering Committee wishes production of documents that can be identified

only through re-commenced processing, predictive coding, review, and production,

the Steering Committee will have to bear the expense. 

ENTERED:    April 18, 2013    

        /s/ Robert L. Miller, Jr.               
Judge, United States District Court
Northern District of Indiana
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APPENDIX A:  Social Ranger’s Responses to Facebook’s “Revised Proposals” 
 

  

RFP 
No(s).: 

Social Ranger’s Initial 
Search Terms  
(11/16/2015) 

Facebook’s Proposed Revision  
(11/27/2015—proposed 
revisions reflected in redline) 

Social Ranger’s Response to 
Facebook’s Proposed Revision 
(12/7/2015—accepted changes 
reflected in redline) 

Facebook’s “Revised 
Proposal” 
(12/11/2015—all proposed 
revisions reflected in redline) 

Social Ranger’s Response to 
Facebook’s “Revised 
Proposal” 
(accepted changes reflected 
in redline) 

14, 15 ("Social Ranger" OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W 
OR "games business") 
AND (plan* OR 
strategy* OR  
analys* OR pric* OR 
"fee structure" OR 
budget* OR projections 
OR expand OR 
expansion OR develop*  
OR compet* OR market 
OR study OR studies 
OR survey* OR 
present*)  

 

("Social Ranger" OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"games business") AND 
(plan* OR strategy* OR  
analys* OR pric* OR "fee 
structure" OR budget* OR 
projections projection* OR 
projected OR expand OR 
expansion OR develop*  
OR compet* OR market OR 
study OR studies OR survey* 
OR present*)  

 

Request No. 14 is directed at Social 
Ranger’s business plans for services 
to developers, and Request No. 15 is 
directed at steps taken by Social 
Ranger in preparation for the 
provision of services to developers on 
Facebook and other platforms.  The 
search terms currently being utilized 
to capture potentially responsive 
documents to Request Nos. 14 & 15 
are already very broad.  Because the 
custodians identified are/were 
involved in other businesses/business 
lines at Adknowledge, Inc., we 
cannot eliminate the beginning 
qualifying terms; to do so would 
bring in every document (regardless 
of business line/entity) that has these 
general terms (e.g., price, pricing, 
plan, planning, planned, etc.) and has 
nothing to do with this litigation.   
 

("Social Ranger" OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"games business") AND (plan* 
OR strategy* OR  
analys* OR pric* OR "fee 
structure" OR budget* OR 
projections projection* OR 
projected OR expand OR 
expansion OR develop*  
OR compet* OR market OR 
study OR studies OR survey* 
OR present*) 

Facebook’s revised proposal 
remains unchanged from its 
initial proposed revision.  For 
the reasons already provided, 
Social Ranger cannot agree to 
Facebook’s proposed changes.   

15, 
26(3)-
(9), 
27(5), 

(developer* OR 
customer* OR client*) 
AND ((monetize* OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR 

(developer* OR dev* OR 
customer* OR client*) AND 
((monetize* OR "virtual 
currenc*" OR "payment 

The search terms currently being 
utilized by Social Ranger to capture 
potentially responsive documents to 
Request Nos. 15, 26(c)-(i), 27(e), 42, 

(developer* OR dev OR devs 
OR customer* OR client*) 
AND (monetize* OR 
monetization OR "virtual 

Social Ranger will accept 
Facebook’s proposed changes.  
Please note, as reflected below, 
Social Ranger will agree to 
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42, 45 "payment process*" OR 
"virtual good*" OR 
"third party" OR "third-
party" OR "in game" 
OR "in-game" OR 
"offer wall" OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W 
OR "banner  
advertisement" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner 
ads" OR advertisement" 
OR "banner ad" OR 
"banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
"advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR 
"advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad 
placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement 
placement" OR 
(advertisement w/2 
publish*) OR (ad w/2 
publish*) OR 
(advertisement w/2 
sponsor) OR (ad w/2 
sponsor) OR (tech* w/1 
support) w/10 servic*)  
 
("Super Rewards" OR 
SR) AND (("virtual 

process*" OR "virtual good*" 
OR "third party" OR "third-
party" OR "in game" OR "in-
game" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall OR "Social2Web" 
OR S2W OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR 
advertisement*" OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/2 10 
publish*) OR (ad w/2 10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/2 10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/2 
10 sponsor) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/1 5 
support)) w/10AND (servic* 
OR pric* OR "fee structure" 
OR terms OR polic*)  
 
("Super Rewards" OR SR) 
AND (("virtual currenc*" OR 
"virtual good*" OR "in-game" 
OR "in game" OR "third-
party" OR "third party" OR 

& 45 are already very broad.  
Notwithstanding, we will agree to the 
following revised search terms: 
 
(developer* OR customer* OR 
client*) AND (monetize* OR "virtual 
currenc*" OR "payment process*" 
OR "virtual good*" OR "third party" 
OR "third-party" OR "in game" OR 
"in-game" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall OR "Social2Web" OR S2W 
OR "banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" OR 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" OR 
"banner ads" OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement" OR 
"ads placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR (advertisement* w/5 
publish*) OR (ad w/5 publish*) OR 
(ads w/5 publish*) OR 
(advertisement* w/5 sponsor*) OR 
(ad w/5 sponsor) OR (ads w/5 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 support)) 
w/10 (servic*)  
 
("Super Rewards" OR SR) AND 
(("virtual currenc*" OR "virtual 
good*" OR "in-game" OR "in game" 
OR "third-party" OR "third party" 
OR "payment process*" OR "offer 
wall" OR offerwall* OR 

currenc*" OR "payment 
process*" OR "virtual good*" 
OR "third party" OR "third-
party" OR "in game" OR "in-
game" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall OR "Social2Web" 
OR S2W OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR 
advertisement* OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
support))  w/10AND (servic* 
OR pric* OR "fee structure" 
OR terms OR polic*) 
 
((monetize* OR monetization 
OR "virtual currenc*" OR 
"virtual good*" OR "in-game" 
OR "in game" OR "third-

even broader search queries 
than proposed by Facebook. 
 
(developer* OR dev OR devs 
OR customer* OR client*) 
AND (monetize* OR 
monetization OR "virtual 
currenc*" OR "payment 
process*" OR "virtual good*" 
OR "third party" OR "third-
party" OR "in game" OR "in-
game" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall OR "Social2Web" 
OR S2W OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
support)) w/10AND (servic* 
OR pric* OR "fee structure" 
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currenc*" OR "virtual 
good*" OR "in-game" 
OR "in game" OR 
"third-party" OR "third 
party" OR "payment 
process*" OR "offer 
wall" OR "Social2Web" 
OR S2W OR "banner 
advertisement" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner 
ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
"advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR 
"advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad 
placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement 
placement" OR 
(advertisement w/2 
publish*) OR (ad w/2 
publish*) OR 
(advertisement w/2 
sponsor) OR (ad /2 
sponsor) OR (tech* w/1 
support) w/10 (servic* 
OR pric* OR "fee 
structure" OR terms OR 
polic*))  
 
(process* OR polic* OR 

"payment process*" OR "offer 
wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement* impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement* placement" 
OR (advertisement w/2 10 
publish*) OR (ad w/2w/10 
publish*) OR  
(ads w/10 publish*) OR 
(advertisement* w/2w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ad /2w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/1 5 
support)) w/10AND (servic* 
OR pric* OR "fee structure" 
OR terms OR polic*))  
 
(process* OR polic* OR 
"terms w/2 5 conditions") 
AND (platform OR network 
OR MySpace OR Bebo OR 
Hi5 OR Orkut)  
 
(authoriz* OR permission OR 
approvalapprov*) AND 
(platform* OR network* OR 

"Social2Web" OR S2W OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" OR 
"banner ads" OR advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR "advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad impression*" 
OR "advertisement impression*" OR 
"ad placement" OR "ads placement" 
OR "advertisement placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/5 publish*) OR 
(ad w/5 publish*) OR (ads w/5 
publish*) OR (advertisement* w/5 
sponsor*) OR (ad w/5 sponsor) OR 
(ads w/5 sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
support)) w/10AND (servic* OR 
pric* OR "fee structure" OR terms 
OR polic*)   
 
(authoriz* OR permission OR 
approv*) AND (platform* OR 
network* OR MySpace OR Bebo OR 
Hi5 OR Orkut)  
 
(fraud OR reliability OR privacy OR 
(data w/5 protect*) OR scam OR 
scams OR scammy OR scamminess 
OR sham) AND (monetize* OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR "payment 
process*" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall* OR "Social2Web" OR 
S2W OR "banner advertisement*" 
OR "banner ad" OR "banner ads" OR 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" OR 

party" OR "third party" OR 
"payment process*" OR "offer 
wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement* impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement* placement" 
OR (advertisement w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
support))  w/10AND (servic* 
OR pric* OR "fee structure" 
OR terms OR polic*)) 
 
(process* OR polic* OR 
"terms w/5 conditions") AND 
(platform OR network OR 
MySpace OR Bebo OR Hi5 
OR Orkut) 
 
(authoriz* OR permission OR 
approval*) OR approve*) 
AND (platform* OR network* 

OR terms OR polic*) 
 
(monetize* OR monetization 
OR "virtual currenc*" OR 
"virtual good*" OR "in-game" 
OR "in game" OR "third-party" 
OR "third party" OR "payment 
process*" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall* OR "Social2Web" 
OR S2W OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR 
advertisement* OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR (advertisement 
w/10 publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
support))  w/10AND (servic* 
OR pric* OR "fee structure" 
OR terms OR polic*) 
 
(process* OR polic* OR 
"terms w/2 5 conditions") 
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"terms w/2 conditions") 
AND (platform OR 
network OR MySpace 
OR Bebo OR Hi5 OR 
Orkut)  
 
(authoriz* OR 
permission OR 
approval) AND 
(platform OR network 
OR MySpace OR Bebo 
OR Hi5 OR Orkut)  
 
(fraud OR reliability OR 
privacy OR (data w/3 
protect*) OR scam OR 
sham) AND (monetize* 
OR "virtual currenc*" 
OR "payment process*" 
OR "offer wall" OR 
"virtual good*" OR "in 
game" OR "ingame" OR 
"third-party" OR "third 
party" OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W 
OR "banner 
advertisement" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner 
ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
"advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR 

MySpace OR Bebo OR Hi5 
OR Orkut)  
 
(fraud OR reliability OR 
privacy OR (data w/3 10 
protect*) OR scam OR scams 
OR scammy OR scamminess 
OR sham) AND (monetize* 
OR "virtual currenc*" OR 
"payment process*" OR "offer 
wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"virtual good*" OR "in game" 
OR "in-game" OR "third-
party" OR "third party" OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement* campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement* placement" 
OR (advertisement* w/2w/10  
publish*) OR (ad w/2 w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/2w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad 
w/2w/10 sponsor*) OR (ads 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (tech* w/1 
5 (support OR servic*))  
 

"banner ads" OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement" OR 
"ads placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR (advertisement* w/5 
publish*) OR (ad w/5 publish*) OR 
(ads w/5 publish*) OR 
(advertisement* w/5 sponsor*) OR 
(ad w/5 sponsor) OR (ads w/5 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 (support 
OR servic*))  
 

OR MySpace OR Bebo OR 
Hi5 OR Orkut) 
 
(fraud OR reliability OR 
privacy OR (data w/10 
protect*) OR scam OR scams 
OR scammy OR scamminess 
OR sham) AND (monetize* 
OR monetization OR "virtual 
currenc*" OR "payment 
process*" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall* OR "virtual good*" 
OR "in game" OR "in-game" 
OR "third-party" OR "third 
party" OR "Social2Web" OR 
S2W OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
"advertisement* campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement* placement" 
OR (advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
(support OR servic*)) 

AND (platform OR network 
OR MySpace OR Bebo OR 
Hi5 OR Orkut)  
 
(authoriz* OR permission OR 
approval OR approve*) AND 
(platform* OR network* OR 
MySpace OR Bebo OR Hi5 
OR Orkut) 
 
(fraud OR reliability OR 
privacy OR (data w/10 
protect*) OR scam OR scams 
OR scammy OR scamminess 
OR sham) AND (monetize* 
OR monetization OR "virtual 
currenc*" OR "payment 
process*" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall* OR "Social2Web" 
OR S2W OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR 
advertisement* OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
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"advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad 
placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement 
placement" OR 
(advertisement w/2 
publish*) OR (ad w/2 
publish*) OR 
(advertisement w/2 
sponsor) OR (ad w/2 
sponsor) OR (tech* w/1 
(support OR servic*))  
 
("Super Rewards" OR 
SR OR  
"Social2Web" OR S2W 
OR "games business") 
AND (plan* OR 
strategy* OR analys* 
OR pric* OR "fee 
structure" OR budget* 
OR projections OR 
expand OR expansion 
OR develop* OR 
compet* OR market OR 
study OR studies OR 
survey* OR present*)  
 

 

("Super Rewards" OR SR OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"games business") AND 
(plan* OR strategy* OR 
analys* OR pric* OR "fee 
structure" OR budget* OR 
projections OR expand OR 
expansion OR develop* OR 
compet* OR market OR study 
OR studies OR survey* OR 
present*)  

 

publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
(support OR servic*))) 

21 ("Social Ranger" OR SR) 
AND ("Claims 
Assignment Agreement" 
OR assign*) AND (claims 

("Social Ranger" OR SR OR 
“Social Currency” OR Facebook 
OR FB) AND ("Claims 
Assignment Agreement" OR 

We will agree to the following 
revised search terms: 
 
("Social Ranger" OR SR OR “Social 

("Social Ranger" OR SR OR 
"Social Currency" OR 
Facebook OR FB) AND 
("Claims Assignment 

Social Ranger will accept 
Facebook’s proposal:    
 
("Social Ranger" OR SR OR 
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OR "causes of  
action" OR antitrust)  
 

assign* OR agreement) AND 
(claims OR "causes of  
action" OR antitrust)  
 

Currency” OR Facebook OR FB) 
AND ("Claims Assignment 
Agreement" OR assign* OR 
agreement)  

Agreement" OR assign* OR 
(agreement AND (Facebook 
OR FB))) 

"Social Currency" OR 
Facebook OR FB) AND 
("Claims Assignment 
Agreement" OR assign* OR 
(agreement AND (Facebook 
OR FB))) 

22 ("Social Ranger" OR SR) 
AND ("Claims 
Assignment Agreement" 
OR assign*) AND (claims 
OR "causes of  
action" OR antitrust)  

("Social Ranger" OR SR OR 
“Social Currency” OR 
Adknowledge OR KITN 
Facebook OR FB) AND 
("Claims Assignment 
Agreement" OR assign* OR 
agreement) AND (claims OR 
"causes of  
action" OR antitrust)  

We will agree to the following 
revised search terms: 
 
("Social Ranger" OR SR OR “Social 
Currency” OR Adknowledge OR 
KITN Facebook OR FB) AND 
("Claims Assignment Agreement" 
OR assign* OR agreement)  

("Social Ranger" OR SR OR 
"Social Currency" OR 
Adknowledge OR KITN OR 
Facebook OR FB) AND 
("Claims Assignment 
Agreement" OR assign* OR 
(agreement AND (Facebook 
OR FB))) 
 

Social Ranger will accept 
Facebook’s proposal: 
 
("Social Ranger" OR SR OR 
"Social Currency" OR 
Adknowledge OR KITN OR 
Facebook OR FB) AND 
("Claims Assignment 
Agreement" OR assign* OR 
(agreement AND (Facebook 
OR FB))) 
    

36 ("Super Rewards" OR SR 
OR "Social2Web" OR 
S2W OR "games 
business") AND (plan* 
OR strategy* OR analys* 
OR pric* OR "fee 
structure" OR budget* OR 
projections OR expand 
OR expansion OR 
develop* OR compet* OR 
market OR study OR 
studies OR survey* OR 
present*)  
 
 

("Super Rewards" OR 
Superrewards OR SR OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"games business" OR “ad 
business” OR “ads business”) 
AND (plan* OR strategy* OR 
analys* OR pric* OR "fee 
structure" OR budget* OR 
projection* OR projecteds OR 
expand OR expansion OR 
develop* OR compet* OR 
market OR study OR studies OR 
survey* OR present*)  

The search terms currently being 
utilized by Social Ranger to capture 
potentially responsive documents to 
Request No. 36 are already very 
broad.  Notwithstanding, we will 
agree to the following revised search 
terms: 
 
("Super Rewards" OR Superrewards 
OR SR OR "Social2Web" OR S2W 
OR "games business" OR “ad 
business” OR “ads business”) AND 
(plan* OR strategy* OR analys* OR 
pric* OR "fee structure" OR budget* 
OR projection OR expand OR 

("Super Rewards" OR 
Superrewards OR SR OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"games business" OR "ad 
business" OR "ads business") 
AND (plan* OR strategy* OR 
analys* OR pric* OR "fee 
structure" OR budget* OR 
projection* OR projected OR 
expand OR expansion OR 
develop* OR compet* OR 
market OR study OR studies 
OR survey* OR present*) 
 

Social Ranger will accept 
Facebook’s proposal: 
 
("Super Rewards" OR 
Superrewards OR SR OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"games business" OR "ad 
business" OR "ads business") 
AND (plan* OR strategy* OR 
analys* OR pric* OR "fee 
structure" OR budget* OR 
projection* OR projected OR 
expand OR expansion OR 
develop* OR compet* OR 
market OR study OR studies 
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expansion OR develop* OR compet* 
OR market OR study OR studies OR 
survey* OR present*) 

OR survey* OR present*) 

38 (Facebook OR FB) AND 
(polic* OR process* OR 
procedure* OR "terms w/2 
conditions" OR Platform 
OR network OR 
monetize* OR servic*)  
 

[@facebook.com OR @fb.com 
in the to/from/cc field]  
 
(Facebook OR FB) AND (ad OR 
ads OR advertisement* or offers 
or offer or violat* OR meeting* 
OR met OR talk* OR spoke OR 
alpha OR beta OR test OR 
partner OR polic* OR “payment 
processing” OR "virtual 
currenc*" OR exclu* OR 
"virtual good*" OR "in-game" 
OR "in game" OR "offer wall" 
OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"customer servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" 
OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR "advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement" 
OR "ads placement" OR 
"advertisement placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/10 publish*) 
OR (ad w/10 publish*) OR (ads 
w/10 publish*) OR 
(advertisement* w/10 sponsor*) 
OR (ad w/10 sponsor*)) OR (ad 
w/10 offer) or (ads w/10 offer) 

The search terms currently being 
utilized by Social Ranger to capture 
potentially responsive documents to 
Request No. 38 are already very 
broad.  We also note that many of the 
terms proposed by Facebook would 
be captured in other search queries 
used by Social Ranger (e.g., Request 
Nos. 15, 26(3)-(9), 27(5), 42, and 
45).  Notwithstanding, we will agree 
to the following revised search terms: 
 
(Facebook OR FB) AND (polic* OR 
“payment processing” OR process* 
OR procedure*  
OR "terms w/2 conditions" OR 
Platform OR network OR monetize* 
OR servic*) 

[@fb.com in the to/from/cc 
field] 
 
(Facebook OR FB) AND (ad 
OR ads OR advertisement* or 
offers or offer or violat* OR 
meeting* OR met OR talk* 
OR spoke OR alpha OR beta 
OR test OR partner OR polic* 
OR "payment processing" OR 
(payment w/10 process*) OR 
"virtual currenc*” OR exclu* 
OR "virtual good*" OR "in-
game" OR "in game" OR 
"offer wall" game" OR "in 
game" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall* OR "Social2Web" 
OR S2W OR "customer 
servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR 

Rather than proposing a 
compromise, Facebook simply 
repeats its original proposed 
revisions.  It is also illogical to 
now remove search terms that 
Social Ranger previously 
agreed to since Social Ranger 
has already reviewed and 
produced documents based on 
those search terms.  Social 
Ranger continues to believe the 
search terms currently being 
utilized are already very broad.  
Notwithstanding, in an effort to 
resolve any remaining disputes, 
Social Ranger will agree to the 
following: 
 
[@fb.com in the to/from/cc 
field] 
 
(Facebook OR FB) AND 
(violat* OR alpha OR beta OR 
polic* OR "payment 
processing" OR (payment w/10 
process*) OR "virtual 
currenc*” OR "virtual good*" 
OR "in-game" OR "in game" 
OR "offer wall" OR offerwall* 
OR "Social2Web" OR S2W 
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OR (tech* w/5 (support OR 
servic*)) OR process* OR 
procedure*  
OR "terms w/2 5 conditions" OR 
Platform OR network OR 
monetize* OR servic*)  
 

(advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*)) OR (ad w/10 offer) 
or (ads w/10 offer) OR (tech* 
w/5 (support OR servic*)) OR 
(process* AND violat*) OR 
procedure* OR "terms w/2 5 
conditions" OR Platform OR 
network OR monetize* OR 
monetization OR servic*) 
 

OR "customer servic*" OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement” OR 
“advertisement placement” OR 
(advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 offer) 
or (ads w/10 offer) OR (tech* 
w/5 (support OR servic*)) OR 
(process* AND violat*) OR 
procedure* OR "terms w/5 
conditions" OR Platform OR 
network OR monetize* OR 
monetization OR servic*) 
 

39 ("Social Ranger" OR SR) 
AND (Facebook OR FB) 
AND (polic* OR process* 
OR procedure* OR "terms 
w/2 conditions") AND 
(compl* OR violat*)  
 

(“Super Rewards” OR SR OR 
Superrewards) AND ("Social 
Ranger" OR SR) AND 
(Facebook OR FB) AND (polic* 
OR process* OR procedure* OR 
"terms w/2 5 conditions" OR 
(developer* w/5 terms) OR 
((alpha OR beta) w/5 terms)) 
AND (compl* OR violat*)  
 

We will agree to the following 
revised search terms: 
 
(“Super Rewards” OR SR OR 
Superrewards) AND (Facebook OR 
FB) AND (polic* OR process* OR 
procedure* OR "terms w/2 
conditions" AND (compl* OR 
violat*) 

(“Super Rewards” OR SR OR 
Superrewards) AND 
(Facebook OR FB) AND 
(polic* OR process* OR 
procedure* OR (“terms w/5 
conditions)” OR (developer* 
w/5 terms) OR ((alpha OR 
beta) w/5 terms)) AND 
(compl* OR violat*) 
 

Social Ranger will accept 
Facebook’s proposal:  
 
(“Super Rewards” OR SR OR 
Superrewards) AND 
(Facebook OR FB) AND 
(polic* OR process* OR 
procedure* OR (“terms w/5 
conditions)” OR (developer* 
w/5 terms) OR ((alpha OR 
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beta) w/5 terms)) AND 
(compl* OR violat*) 
   

40 (Facebook OR FB) AND 
(Credits OR payments OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR 
exclu* OR "virtual good*" 
OR "in-game" OR "in 
game" OR "offer wall" 
OR "Social2Web" OR 
S2W OR "customer 
servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner 
ads" OR "ad campaign*" 
OR "advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR 
"advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad 
placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement placement" 
OR (advertisement w/2 
publish*) OR (ad w/2 
publish*) OR 
(advertisement w/2 
sponsor) OR (ad w/2 
sponsor)) OR (tech* w/1 
(support OR servic*))  
 

(Facebook OR FB) AND 
(Credits OR payments OR policy 
OR policies OR “payment 
processing” OR "virtual 
currenc*" OR exclu* OR 
"virtual good*" OR "in-game" 
OR "in game" OR "offer wall" 
OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"customer servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" 
OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR "advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement" 
OR "ads placement" OR 
"advertisement placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/2 10 
publish*) OR (ad w/2 10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/2 10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/2 10 
sponsor*)) OR (ad w/10 offer) or 
(ads w/10 offer) OR (tech* w/1 5 
(support OR servic*)))  
 

We will agree to the following 
revised search terms: 
 
(Facebook OR FB) AND (Credits OR 
payments OR policy OR policies OR 
“payment processing” OR "virtual 
currenc*" OR exclu* OR "virtual 
good*" OR "in-game" OR "in game" 
OR "offer wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"customer servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" OR 
"banner ads" OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement" OR 
"ads placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR (advertisement* w/5 
publish*) OR (ad w/5 publish*) OR 
(ads w/5 publish*) OR 
(advertisement* w/5 sponsor*) OR 
(ad w/5 sponsor*)) OR (tech* w/ 5 
(support OR servic*))) 

(Facebook OR FB) AND 
(Credits OR payments OR 
policy OR policies OR 
"payment processing" OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR exclu* 
OR "virtual good*" OR "in-
game" OR "in game" OR 
"offer wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"customer servic*" OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/510 
publish*) OR (ad w/510 
publish*) OR (ads w/510 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/510 sponsor*) OR (ad 
w/510 sponsor*)) OR (ad 
w/510 offer) or (ads w/510 
offer) OR (tech* w/5 (support 
OR servic*))) 
 

Social Ranger will accept 
Facebook’s proposal: 
 
(Facebook OR FB) AND 
(Credits OR payments OR 
policy OR policies OR 
"payment processing" OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR exclu* 
OR "virtual good*" OR "in-
game" OR "in game" OR 
"offer wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"customer servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/510 
publish*) OR (ad w/510 
publish*) OR (ads w/510 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/510 sponsor*) OR (ad w/510 
sponsor*) OR (ad w/510 offer) 
or (ads w/510 offer) OR (tech* 
w/5 (support OR servic*)))   
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41 (Facebook OR FB) AND 
(Credits OR payments OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR 
"virtual good*" OR "in-
game" OR "in game" OR 
"offer wall" OR "customer  
servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner 
ads" OR "ad campaign*" 
OR "advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR  
"advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad 
placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement placement" 
OR (advertisement w/2 
publish*) OR (ad w/2 
publish*) OR 
(advertisement w/2 
sponsor) OR (ad w/2 
sponsor) OR (tech* w/1 
(support OR servic*))  
 

[See #40 above for redline]  
 
(Facebook OR FB) AND 
(Credits OR payments OR policy 
OR policies OR  
“payment processing” OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR exclu* 
OR "virtual good*" OR "in-
game" OR "in game" OR "offer 
wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"customer servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" 
OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR "advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement" 
OR "ads placement" OR 
"advertisement placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/10 publish*) 
OR (ad w/10 publish*) OR (ads 
w/10 publish*) OR 
(advertisement* w/10 sponsor*) 
OR (ad w/10 sponsor*)) OR (ad 
w/10 offer) or (ads w/10 offer) 
OR (tech* w/5 (support OR 
servic*)))  
 

We will agree to the following 
revised search terms: 
 
(Facebook OR FB) AND (Credits OR 
payments OR policy OR policies OR 
“payment processing” OR "virtual 
currenc*" OR exclu* OR "virtual 
good*" OR "in-game" OR "in game" 
OR "offer wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"customer servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" OR 
"banner ads" OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement" OR 
"ads placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR (advertisement* w/5 
publish*) OR (ad w/5 publish*) OR 
(ads w/5 publish*) OR 
(advertisement* w/5 sponsor*) OR 
(ad w/5 sponsor*)) OR (tech* w/ 5 
(support OR servic*))) 

(Facebook OR FB) AND 
(Credits OR payments OR 
policy OR policies OR 
"payment processing" OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR exclu* 
OR "virtual good*" OR "in-
game" OR "in game" OR 
"offer wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"customer servic*" OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/510 
publish*) OR (ad w/510 
publish*) OR (ads w/510 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/510 sponsor*) OR (ad 
w/510 sponsor*)) OR (ad 
w/510 offer) or (ads w/510 
offer) OR (tech* w/5 (support 
OR servic*))) 
 

Social Ranger will accept 
Facebook’s proposal:   
 
(Facebook OR FB) AND 
(Credits OR payments OR 
policy OR policies OR 
"payment processing" OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR exclu* 
OR "virtual good*" OR "in-
game" OR "in game" OR 
"offer wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"customer servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/510 
publish*) OR (ad w/510 
publish*) OR (ads w/510 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/510 sponsor*) OR (ad w/510 
sponsor*) OR (ad w/510 offer) 
or (ads w/510 offer) OR (tech* 
w/5 (support OR servic*))) 

42 ("Super Rewards" OR SR) 
AND (("virtual currenc*" 
OR “payment process*” 

[See #15 above for redline; 
tweaks highlighted]  
 

The various search queries currently 
being utilized by Social Ranger to 
capture potentially responsive 

(developer* OR dev OR devs 
OR customer* OR client* OR 
“Super Rewards” OR 

Social Ranger has already 
agreed to search terms that 
would capture potentially 
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OR "virtual good*" OR 
"in-game" OR "in game" 
OR "offer wall" OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W 
OR "banner 
advertisement" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner 
ads" OR "ad campaign*" 
OR "advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR 
"advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad 
placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement placement" 
OR (advertisement w/2 
publish*) OR (ad w/2 
publish*) OR 
(advertisement w/2 
sponsor) OR (ad /2 
sponsor) OR (tech* w/1 
support) w/10 servic*)  
 

(dev* OR customer* OR client* 
OR “Super Rewards” OR 
Superrewards OR SR) AND 
(monetiz* OR "virtual currenc*" 
OR "payment process*" OR 
"virtual good*" OR "third party" 
OR "third-party" OR "in game" 
OR "in-game" OR "offer wall" 
OR offerwall OR "Social2Web" 
OR S2W OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" 
OR "banner ads" OR 
advertisement* OR "banner ad" 
OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR "advertisement  
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement" 
OR "ads placement" OR 
"advertisement placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/10 publish*) 
OR (ad w/10 publish*) OR (ads 
w/10 publish*) OR 
(advertisement* w/10 sponsor*) 
OR (ad w/10 sponsor) OR (ads 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
support)) AND (servic* OR 
pric* OR "fee structure" OR 
terms OR polic*)  
 
(dev* OR customer* OR client* 
OR “Super Rewards” OR 
Superrewards OR SR) AND 

documents to Request No. 42 are 
already very broad.  Notwithstanding, 
we will agree to the following revised 
search terms: 
 
("Super Rewards" OR Superrewards 
OR SR) AND (("virtual currenc*" 
OR “payment process” OR "virtual 
good*" OR "in-game" OR "in game" 
OR "offer wall" OR offerwall OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR "banner 
advertisement" OR "banner ad" OR 
"banner ads" OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement" OR 
"ads placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR (advertisement w/5 
publish*) OR (ad w/5 publish*) OR 
(advertisement w/5 sponsor) OR (ad 
/5 sponsor) OR (tech* w/5 support) 
w/10 servic*)   

Superrewards OR SR) AND 
(monetize* OR monetization 
OR "virtual currenc*" OR 
"payment process*" OR 
"virtual good*" OR "third 
party" OR "third-party" OR "in 
game" OR "in-game" OR 
"offer wall" OR offerwall OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR advertisement* OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
support)) AND (servic* OR 
pric* OR "fee structure" OR 
terms OR polic*) 
 
(dev OR devs OR developer* 
OR customer* OR client* OR 

responsive documents to 
Request No. 42.  Facebook’s 
proposed additional changes go 
beyond what is called for by 
the Request (e.g., seeking 
documents with basic terms 
such as price, strategy, budget, 
market, etc.) and would be 
unduly burdensome in that they 
would bring in every document 
(regardless of business 
line/entity) that has these very 
general terms (e.g., virtual 
currency, payment process*, 
offerwall, etc.).  Social Ranger 
will agree to the following: 
 
("Super Rewards" OR 
Superrewards OR SR) AND 
("virtual currenc*" OR 
“payment process” OR "virtual 
good*" OR "in-game" OR "in 
game" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall OR "Social2Web" 
OR S2W OR "banner 
advertisement" OR "banner ad" 
OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement 
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(("virtual currenc*" OR "virtual 
good*" OR "in-game" OR "in 
game" OR "third-party" OR 
"third party" OR "payment 
process*" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall* OR "Social2Web" 
OR S2W OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" 
OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR "advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR 
"advertisement* impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement* 
placement" OR (advertisement 
w/10 publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
support)) AND (servic* OR 
pric* OR "fee structure" 
OR terms OR polic*))  
 
(process* OR polic* OR "terms 
w/5 conditions") AND (platform 
OR network OR MySpace OR 
Bebo OR Hi5 OR Orkut)  
 
(authoriz* OR permission OR 
approv*) AND (platform* OR 

“Super Rewards” OR 
Superrewards OR SR) AND 
((monetize* OR monetization 
OR "virtual currenc*" OR 
"virtual good*" OR "in-game" 
OR "in game" OR "third-
party" OR "third party" OR 
"payment process*" OR "offer 
wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement* impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement* placement" 
OR (advertisement w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
support)) AND (servic* OR 
pric* OR "fee structure" OR 
terms OR polic*)) 
 
(process* OR polic* OR 
"terms w/5 conditions") AND 
(platform OR network OR 

placement" OR (advertisement 
w/10 publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement 
w/10 sponsor) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor) OR (tech* w/5 
support)) w/10 AND (servic* 
OR pric* OR "fee structure" 
OR terms OR polic*) 
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network* OR MySpace OR 
Bebo OR Hi5 OR Orkut)  
 
(fraud OR reliability OR privacy 
OR (data w/10 protect*) OR 
scam OR scams OR scammy OR 
scamminess OR sham) AND 
(monetiz* OR "virtual currenc*" 
OR "payment process*" OR 
"offer wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"virtual good*" OR "in game" 
OR "in-game" OR "third-party" 
OR "third party" OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement* campaign*" OR 
"ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" OR 
"ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement* 
placement" OR (advertisement* 
w/10 publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
(support OR servic*))   
 
("Super Rewards" OR 
Superrewards OR SR) AND 

MySpace OR Bebo OR Hi5 
OR Orkut) 
 
(authoriz* OR permission OR 
approval*) OR approve*) 
AND (platform* OR network* 
OR MySpace OR Bebo OR 
Hi5 OR Orkut) 
 
(fraud OR reliability OR 
privacy OR (data w/10 
protect*) OR scam OR scams 
OR scammy OR scamminess 
OR sham) AND (monetize* 
OR monetization OR "virtual 
currenc*" OR "payment 
process*" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall* OR "virtual good*" 
OR "in game" OR "in-game" 
OR "third-party" OR "third 
party" OR "Social2Web" OR 
S2W OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
"advertisement* campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement* placement" 
OR (advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
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("virtual currenc*" OR "payment 
process*" OR (payment* w/10 
process*) OR "virtual good*" 
OR "ingame" OR "in game" OR 
"offer wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" OR 
"ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" OR 
"ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR (advertisement* 
w/2 10 publish*) OR (ad w/2 10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/102 sponsor*) OR (ad w/2 10 
sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 offer*) 
OR (ads w/10 offer*) OR (tech* 
w/1 5 (support or service*) w/10 
servic*)  
 

publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
(support OR servic*)) 
 
(“Super Rewards” OR 
Superrewards OR SR OR 
“Social2Web” OR S2W OR 
“games business”) AND 
(plan* OR strategy* OR 
analys* OR pric* OR "fee 
structure" OR budget* OR 
projections OR expand OR 
expansion OR develop* OR 
compet* OR market OR study 
OR studies OR survey* OR 
present*) 
 
(“Super Rewards” OR 
Superrewards OR SR) AND 
(“virtual currenc*” OR 
"payment process*" OR 
(payment* w/10 process*) OR 
"virtual good*" OR "ingame" 
OR "in game" OR "offer wall" 
OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
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OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 offer*) 
OR (ads w/10 offer*) OR 
(tech* w/5 (support or 
service*)) w/10 servic*) 
 

44 Compet* AND 
(monetize* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W 
OR "virtual currenc*" OR 
"payment process*" OR 
"offer wall" OR "games 
business" OR "in game" 
OR "in-game" OR "third-
party" OR "third party" 
OR "virtual good*" OR 
"customer servic*" OR 
"banner advertisement" 
OR "banner ad" OR 
"banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
"advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR 
"advertisement 

Compet* AND (monetize* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR "payment 
process*" OR (payment* w/10 
process*) OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall* OR "games business" 
OR “ad business*” OR “ads 
business” OR "in game" OR "in-
game" OR "third-party" OR 
"third party" OR "virtual good*" 
OR "customer servic*" OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" OR 
"ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" OR 
"ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement* 

The search terms currently being 
utilized by Social Ranger to capture 
potentially responsive documents to 
Request No. 44 are already very 
broad.  Notwithstanding, we will 
agree to the following revised search 
terms: 
 
Compet* AND (monetize* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR "virtual 
currenc*" OR "payment process*" 
OR "offer wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"games business" OR "in game" OR 
"in-game" OR "third-party" OR 
"third party" OR "virtual good*" OR 
"customer servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" OR 
"banner ads" OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" OR "ad 

Compet* AND (monetize* OR 
monetization OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR 
"payment process*" OR 
(payment* w/10 process*) OR 
"offer wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"games business" OR "ad 
business*" OR "ads business" 
OR "in game" OR "in-game" 
OR "third-party" OR "third 
party" OR "virtual good*" OR 
"customer servic*" OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 

Social Ranger will accept 
Facebook’s proposal:   
 
Compet* AND (monetize* OR 
monetization OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR 
"payment process*" OR 
(payment* w/10 process*) OR 
"offer wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"games business" OR "ad 
business*" OR "ads business" 
OR "in game" OR "in-game" 
OR "third-party" OR "third 
party" OR "virtual good*" OR 
"customer servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR 
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impression*" OR "ad 
placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement placement" 
OR (advertisement w/2 
publish*) OR (ad w/2 
publish*) OR 
(advertisement w/2 
sponsor) OR (ad w/2 
sponsor) OR (tech* w/1 
(support OR servic*))  
 

placement" OR (advertisement* 
w/2 10 publish*) OR (ad w/2 10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/102 sponsor*) OR (ad w/2 10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/1 5 
(support OR servic*)) OR 
industry OR industries OR 
market OR markets OR 
platform*  
 
 
 
 

impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement" OR 
"ads placement" OR "advertisement* 
placement" OR (advertisement* w/5 
publish*) OR (ad w/5 publish*) OR 
(ads w/5 publish*) OR 
(advertisement* w/5 sponsor*) OR 
(ad w/5 sponsor*) OR (ads w/5 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 (support 
OR servic*))  

OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement* placement" 
OR (advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
(support OR service*)) OR 
industry OR industries OR 
market OR markets OR 
platform* 
 

"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement* placement" 
OR (advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
(support OR service*)))  

45 (process* OR polic* OR 
"terms w/2 conditions") 
AND (platform OR 
network OR MySpace OR 
Bebo OR Hi5 OR Orkut)  

[See #15 above for redlining]  
 
(dev* OR customer* OR client*) 
AND (monetiz* OR "virtual 
currenc*" OR "payment 
process*" OR "virtual good*" 
OR "third party" OR "third-
party" OR "in game" OR "in-
game" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall OR "Social2Web" OR 
S2W OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" 
OR "banner ads" OR 
advertisement* OR "banner ad" 
OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR "advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement 

The various search queries currently 
being utilized by Social Ranger to 
capture potentially responsive 
documents to Request No. 45 are 
already very broad.  Notwithstanding, 
we will agree to the following revised 
search terms: 
 
((payment* w/2 terms) OR process* 
OR polic* OR "terms w/2 
conditions") AND (platform OR 
network OR MySpace OR Bebo OR 
Hi5 OR Orkut OR console*)  
 
 

((payment* AND w/10 terms) 
OR process* OR polic* OR 
(terms w/5 conditions)) AND 
(platform* OR network* OR 
MySpace OR Bebo OR Hi5 
OR Orkut OR Android OR 
iOS OR Apple OR "app store" 
OR Google OR G+ OR 
Amazon OR eBay OR PC OR 
console*) 
 

Social Ranger will agree to the 
following: 
 
((payment* w/10 terms) OR 
process* OR polic* OR (terms 
w/5 conditions)) AND 
(platform OR network OR 
MySpace OR Bebo OR Hi5 
OR Orkut OR console*)  
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impression*" OR "ad placement" 
OR "ads placement" OR 
"advertisement placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/10 publish*) 
OR (ad w/10 publish*) OR (ads 
w/10 publish*) OR 
(advertisement* w/10 sponsor*) 
OR (ad w/10 sponsor) OR (ads 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
support)) AND (servic* OR 
pric* OR "fee structure" OR 
terms OR polic*)  
 
(("virtual currenc*" OR "virtual 
good*" OR "in-game" OR "in 
game" OR "third-party" OR 
"third party" OR "payment 
process*" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall* OR "Social2Web" 
OR S2W OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" 
OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR "advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR 
"advertisement* impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement* 
placement" OR (advertisement 
w/10 publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
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sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
support)) AND (servic* OR 
pric* OR "fee structure" OR 
terms OR polic*))  
 
(process* OR polic* OR "terms 
w/5 conditions") AND (platform 
OR network OR MySpace OR 
Bebo OR Hi5 OR Orkut)  
 
(authoriz* OR permission OR 
approv*) AND (platform* OR 
network* OR MySpace OR 
Bebo OR Hi5 OR Orkut)  
 
(fraud OR reliability OR privacy 
OR (data w/10 protect*) OR 
scam OR scams OR scammy OR 
scamminess OR sham) AND 
(monetiz* OR "virtual currenc*" 
OR "payment process*" OR 
"offer wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"virtual good*" OR "in game" 
OR "in-game" OR "third-party" 
OR "third party" OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement* campaign*" OR 
"ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" OR 
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"ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement* 
placement" OR (advertisement* 
w/10 publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
(support OR servic*))  
 
((payment* AND terms) OR 
process* OR polic* OR "(terms 
w/2 5 conditions")) AND 
(platform* OR network* OR 
MySpace OR Bebo OR Hi5 OR 
Orkut OR Android OR iOS OR 
Apple OR “app store” OR 
Google OR G+ OR Amazon OR 
eBay OR PC OR console*)  
 

47 ("Super Rewards" OR SR 
OR KITN) AND (target* 
OR purchas* OR acqui* 
OR buy OR obtain)  
 

("Super Rewards" OR 
Superrewards OR SR OR KITN 
OR Adknowledge) AND 
(target* OR purchas* OR acqui* 
OR buy OR obtain)  
 

The search terms currently being 
utilized by Social Ranger to capture 
potentially responsive documents to 
Request No. 47 are already very 
broad.  Notwithstanding, we will 
agree to the following revised search 
terms: 
 
("Super Rewards" OR Superrewards 
OR SR OR KITN) AND (target* OR 
purchas* OR acqui* OR buy OR 
obtain)  

Facebook agrees with Social 
Ranger’s proposed revision.   
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48 ("Super Rewards" OR SR) 
AND (0945993 OR "Asset 
Purchase Agreement" OR 
sell OR sale OR Playerize)  
 

("Super Rewards" OR 
Superrewards OR SR OR 
Adknowledge OR “Social 
Currency” OR KITN OR 
0945993 OR Playerize) AND 
(0945993 OR "Asset Purchase 
Agreement" OR Agreement OR 
sell OR sale OR Playerize)  
 

The search terms currently being 
utilized by Social Ranger to capture 
potentially responsive documents to 
Request No. 48 are already very 
broad.  Notwithstanding, we will 
agree to the following revised search 
terms: 
 
("Super Rewards" OR Superrewards 
OR SR) AND (0945993 OR "Asset 
Purchase Agreement" OR sell OR 
sale OR Playerize)  

("Super Rewards" OR 
Superrewards OR SR OR 
Adknowledge OR "Social 
Currency" OR KITN OR 
0945993 OR Playerize) AND 
(0945993 OR "Asset Purchase 
Agreement" OR Agreement 
OR sell OR sale OR Playerize) 
 

Facebook’s revised proposal is 
illogical; capturing documents 
with (0945993 AND 0945993) 
and (Playerize AND 
Playerize).  Facebook’s 
proposal would also bring in 
documents that have nothing to 
do with this litigation, 
including, for example, every 
document with the terms 
“Adknowledge AND 
Agreement.”  Facebook’s 
proposed search terms are 
therefore overly broad and 
unduly burdensome.  
Notwithstanding, Social 
Ranger will agree to the 
following: 
 
("Super Rewards" OR 
Superrewards OR SR OR 
"Social Currency" OR KITN) 
AND (0945993 OR "Asset 
Purchase Agreement" OR sell 
OR sale OR Playerize) 
 
(Adknowledge AND (0945993 
OR Playerize)) 
 

53 (Facebook OR Credits OR 
payments) AND (illegal 

("virtual currenc*" OR "payment 
process*" OR "offer wall" OR 

The search terms currently being 
utilized by Social Ranger to capture 

("virtual currenc*" OR 
"payment process*" OR "offer 

Social Ranger will accept 
Facebook’s proposal: 
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OR antitrust OR fraud OR 
unfair OR tort OR 
wrongdoing OR wrongful 
OR (violat* w/5 law*))  
 

offerwall* OR "virtual good*" 
OR "in game" OR "in-game" OR 
"third-party" OR "third party" 
OR "Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" OR 
"ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" OR 
"ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement* 
placement" OR (advertisement* 
w/10 publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
(support OR servic*))(Facebook 
OR Credits OR payments) AND 
(illegal OR antitrust OR fraud 
OR unfair OR tort OR 
wrongdoing OR wrongful OR 
(violat* w/5 law*))  
  
 

potentially responsive documents to 
Request No. 53 are already very 
broad.  We also note that many of the 
terms proposed by Facebook are 
captured by other search queries used 
by Social Ranger.  Notwithstanding, 
we will agree to the following revised 
search terms: 
 
(Facebook OR Credits OR payments 
OR "virtual currenc*" OR "payment 
process*") AND (illegal OR antitrust 
OR fraud OR unfair OR tort OR 
wrongdoing OR wrongful OR 
(violat* w/5 law*)) 

wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"virtual good*" OR 
“Social2Web” OR S2W OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement* placement" 
OR (advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
(support OR servic*)) AND 
(illegal OR antitrust OR fraud 
OR unfair OR tort OR 
wrongdoing OR wrongful OR 
(violat* w/5 law*)) 
 

 
("virtual currenc*" OR 
"payment process*" OR "offer 
wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"virtual good*" OR 
“Social2Web” OR S2W OR 
"banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" 
OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR 
"advertisement* placement" 
OR (advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 
publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
(support OR servic*))) AND 
(illegal OR antitrust OR fraud 
OR unfair OR tort OR 
wrongdoing OR wrongful OR 
(violat* w/5 law*)) 
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APPENDIX B:  Social Ranger’s Responses to Facebook’s Proposed Revisions to Social Ranger’s Additional Search Terms 

Request 
No(s).: 

Social Ranger’s Initial Search Terms 
(12/7/15) 

Facebook’s Proposed Revisions 
(12/11/15—proposed revisions reflected in 
redline) 

Social Ranger’s Responses to 
Facebook’s Proposed Revisions 

25, 26(2), 
31(1)1, 32 

("Super Rewards" OR SR) AND (("virtual currenc*" OR "virtual 
good*" OR "in-game" OR "in game" OR "third-party" OR "third 
party" OR "payment process*" OR "offer wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR "banner advertisement*" OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR advertisement*" OR "banner ad" OR 
"banner ads" OR "ad campaign*" OR "advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR "advertisement impression*" OR "ad 
placement" OR "ads placement" OR "advertisement placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/5 publish*) OR (ad w/5 publish*) OR (ads w/5 
publish*) OR (advertisement* w/5 sponsor*) OR (ad w/5 sponsor) 
OR (ads w/5 sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 support)) w/10 (servic* OR 
pric* OR "fee structure" OR terms OR polic*)   
 
(developer* OR customer* OR client*) AND (monetize* OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR "payment process*" OR "virtual good*" OR 
"third party" OR "third-party" OR "in game" OR "in-game" OR 
"offer wall" OR offerwall OR "Social2Web" OR S2W OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" OR "banner ads" OR 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR "advertisement campaign*" OR "ad impression*" 
OR "advertisement impression*" OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement placement" OR (advertisement* 
w/5 publish*) OR (ad w/5 publish*) OR (ads w/5 publish*) OR 

(plan* OR strategy* OR analys* OR pric* OR "fee 
structure" OR budget* OR projection* OR projected 
OR expand OR expansion OR develop* OR compet* 
OR market OR study OR studies OR survey* OR 
present*)  
 
("Super Rewards" OR SR) AND ((monetize* OR 
monetization OR "virtual currenc*" OR "virtual 
good*" OR "in-game" OR "in game" OR "third-
party" OR "third party" OR "payment process*" OR 
"offer wall" OR offerwall* OR "Social2Web" OR 
S2W OR "banner advertisement*" OR "banner ad" 
OR "banner ads" OR advertisement*" OR "banner 
ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" OR "ad impression*" 
OR "advertisement impression*" OR "ad placement" 
OR "ads placement" OR "advertisement placement" 
OR (advertisement* w/5 10 publish*) OR (ad w/5 10 
publish*) OR (ads w/5 10 publish*) OR 
(advertisement* w/5 10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/5 
sponsor) OR (ads w/5 10 sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
support)) w/10AND (servic* OR pric* OR "fee 
structure" OR terms OR polic*)  

Social Ranger will agree to the 
following changes:  
 
(monetize* OR monetization OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR "virtual good*" 
OR "in-game" OR "in game" OR "third-
party" OR "third party" OR "payment 
process*" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall* OR "Social2Web" OR S2W 
OR "banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" OR 
advertisement* OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement" OR 
"ads placement" OR "advertisement 
placement" OR (advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 publish*) OR 
(ads w/10 publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 sponsor) 
OR (ads w/10 sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
support)) AND (servic* OR pric* OR 
"fee structure" OR terms OR polic*) 

                                                           
1  In response to Request No. 31, Social Ranger agreed to produce, to the extent such documents exist, documents sufficient to show: (1) the services provided by Super Rewards to 
developers; and (2) the amount of income associated with each type of service, broken down where possible by fiscal year and month.  Social Ranger has/will utilize the provided 
search terms to identify documents responsive to the first part of Request No. 31 and has/will utilize a targeted collection effort to obtain financial information responsive to the 
second part of Request No. 31.   
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Request 
No(s).: 

Social Ranger’s Initial Search Terms 
(12/7/15) 

Facebook’s Proposed Revisions 
(12/11/15—proposed revisions reflected in 
redline) 

Social Ranger’s Responses to 
Facebook’s Proposed Revisions 

(advertisement* w/5 sponsor*) OR (ad w/5 sponsor) OR (ads w/5 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 support)) w/10 (servic*)  
 

 
(developer* OR dev OR devs OR customer* OR 
client*) AND (monetize* OR monetization OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR "payment process*" OR 
(process* w/5 payment*) OR "virtual good*" OR 
"third party" OR "third-party" OR "in game" OR "in-
game" OR "offer wall" OR offerwall OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR "banner advertisement*" 
OR "banner ad" OR "banner ads" OR 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR "advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/5 10 publish*) OR (ad w/105 
publish*) OR (ads w/105 publish*) OR 
(advertisement* w/105 sponsor*) OR (ad w/105 
sponsor) OR (ads w/105 sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
support)) w/10AND (servic*) 

 
(monetize* OR monetization OR 
"virtual currenc*" OR "payment 
process*" OR "virtual good*" OR "third 
party" OR "third-party" OR "in game" 
OR "in-game" OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall OR "Social2Web" OR S2W 
OR "banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad 
campaign*" OR "advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" OR "ad 
placement" OR "ads placement" OR 
"advertisement placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/10 publish*) OR (ad 
w/10 publish*) OR (ads w/10 publish*) 
OR (advertisement* w/10 sponsor*) OR 
(ad w/10 sponsor) OR (ads w/10 
sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 support)) AND 
(servic* OR pric* OR "fee structure" OR 
terms OR polic*) 

26(2), 32 (authoriz* OR permission OR approv*) AND (platform* OR 
network* OR MySpace OR Bebo OR Hi5 OR Orkut)  
 
Compet* AND (monetize* OR "Social2Web" OR S2W OR "virtual 
currenc*" OR "payment process*" OR "offer wall" OR "games 
business" OR "in game" OR "in-game" OR "third-party" OR "third 
party" OR "virtual good*" OR "customer servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement" OR "banner ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad 

(authoriz* OR permission OR approval* OR 
approve*) AND (platform* OR network* OR 
MySpace OR Bebo OR Hi5 OR Orkut)  
 
Compet* AND (monetize* OR monetization OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR "virtual currenc*" OR 
"payment process*" OR (process w/5 payment *) OR 
"offer wall" OR offerwall* OR "games business" OR 

Social Ranger will agree to the 
following changes:  
 
(authoriz* OR permission OR approval* 
OR approve*) AND (platform* OR 
network* OR MySpace OR Bebo OR 
Hi5 OR Orkut) 
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Request 
No(s).: 

Social Ranger’s Initial Search Terms 
(12/7/15) 

Facebook’s Proposed Revisions 
(12/11/15—proposed revisions reflected in 
redline) 

Social Ranger’s Responses to 
Facebook’s Proposed Revisions 

campaign*" OR "advertisement campaign*" OR "ad impression*" 
OR "advertisement impression*" OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement placement" OR (advertisement w/2 
publish*) OR (ad w/2 publish*) OR (advertisement w/2 sponsor) 
OR (ad w/2 sponsor) OR (tech* w/1 (support OR servic*))  

“ad business” OR “ads business” OR "in game" OR 
"in-game" OR "third-party" OR "third party" OR 
"virtual good*" OR "customer servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" OR "banner ads" 
OR "ad campaign*" OR "advertisement campaign*" 
OR "ad impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement" OR "ads 
placement" OR "advertisement* placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/5 10 publish*) OR (ad w/5 10 
publish*) OR (ads w/5 10 publish*) OR 
(advertisement* w/5 10 sponsor*) OR (ad 
w/5sponsor10sponsor*) OR (ads w/5 10 sponsor*) 
OR (tech* w/1 5 (support OR servic*))  
 

Compet* AND (monetize* OR 
monetization OR "Social2Web" OR 
S2W OR "virtual currenc*" OR 
"payment process*" OR (payment* w/10 
process*) OR "offer wall" OR 
offerwall* OR "games business" OR "ad 
business*" OR "ads business" OR "in 
game" OR "in-game" OR "third-party" 
OR "third party" OR "virtual good*" OR 
"customer servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" OR 
"banner ads" OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement" OR 
"ads placement" OR "advertisement* 
placement" OR (advertisement* w/10 
publish*) OR (ad w/10 publish*) OR 
(ads w/10 publish*) OR (advertisement* 
w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 sponsor*) 
OR (ads w/10 sponsor*) OR (tech* w/5 
(support OR service*)))  

43 (Facebook OR FB) AND (polic* OR “payment processing” OR 
process* OR procedure*  
OR "terms w/2 conditions" OR Platform OR network OR 
monetize* OR servic*) 
 
(Facebook OR FB) AND (Credits OR payments OR policy OR 
policies OR “payment processing” OR "virtual currenc*" OR 
exclu* OR "virtual good*" OR "in-game" OR "in game" OR "offer 

[all emails with @fb.com in the to/from/cc field]  
 
(Facebook OR FB) AND (Credits OR payments OR 
ad OR ads OR advertisement* or offers or offer or 
violat* OR alpha OR beta OR test OR partner OR 
polic* OR “payment processing” OR (payment w/10 
process*) OR "virtual currenc*" OR "virtual good*" 
OR "in-game" OR "in game" OR "offer wall" OR 

Social Ranger will agree to the 
following changes:  
 
[@fb.com in the to/from/cc field] 
 
(Facebook OR FB) AND (Credits OR 
payments OR policy OR policies OR 
"payment processing" OR "virtual 
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Request 
No(s).: 

Social Ranger’s Initial Search Terms 
(12/7/15) 

Facebook’s Proposed Revisions 
(12/11/15—proposed revisions reflected in 
redline) 

Social Ranger’s Responses to 
Facebook’s Proposed Revisions 

wall" OR offerwall* OR "Social2Web" OR S2W OR "customer 
servic*" OR "banner advertisement*" OR "banner ad" OR "banner 
ads" OR "ad campaign*" OR "advertisement campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement impression*" OR "ad placement" 
OR "ads placement" OR "advertisement placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/5 publish*) OR (ad w/5 publish*) OR (ads w/5 
publish*) OR (advertisement* w/5 sponsor*) OR (ad w/5 
sponsor*)) OR (tech* w/ 5 (support OR servic*) 

offerwall* OR "Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"customer servic*" OR "banner advertisement*" OR 
"banner ad" OR "banner ads" OR "ad campaign*" 
OR "advertisement campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement impression*" OR 
"ad placement" OR "advertisement placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/10 publish*) OR (ad w/10 
publish*) OR (ads w/10 publish*) OR 
(advertisement* w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 
sponsor*)) OR (ad w/10 offer) or (ads w/10 offer) 
OR (tech* w/5 (support OR servic*)) OR (process* 
AND violat*) OR procedure* OR "terms w/2 5 
conditions" OR Platform OR monetize* OR 
monetization OR servic*) 

currenc*" OR exclu* OR "virtual 
good*" OR "in-game" OR "in game" OR 
"offer wall" OR offerwall* OR 
"Social2Web" OR S2W OR "customer 
servic*" OR "banner advertisement*" 
OR "banner ad" OR "banner ads" OR 
"ad campaign*" OR "advertisement 
campaign*" OR "ad impression*" OR 
"advertisement impression*" OR "ad 
placement" OR "ads placement" OR 
"advertisement placement" OR 
(advertisement* w/10 publish*) OR (ad 
w/10 publish*) OR (ads w/10 publish*) 
OR (advertisement* w/10 sponsor*) OR 
(ad w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 offer) 
or (ads w/10 offer) OR (tech* w/5 
(support OR servic*))) 
 
Social Ranger will also agree to run the 
following search query: 
 
(Facebook OR FB) AND (violat* OR 
alpha OR beta OR polic* OR "payment 
processing" OR (payment w/10 
process*) OR "virtual currenc*” OR 
"virtual good*" OR "in-game" OR "in 
game" OR "offer wall" OR offerwall* 
OR "Social2Web" OR S2W OR 
"customer servic*" OR "banner 
advertisement*" OR "banner ad" OR 
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Request 
No(s).: 

Social Ranger’s Initial Search Terms 
(12/7/15) 

Facebook’s Proposed Revisions 
(12/11/15—proposed revisions reflected in 
redline) 

Social Ranger’s Responses to 
Facebook’s Proposed Revisions 

"banner ads" OR "ad campaign*" OR 
"advertisement campaign*" OR "ad 
impression*" OR "advertisement 
impression*" OR "ad placement” OR 
“advertisement placement” OR 
(advertisement* w/10 publish*) OR (ad 
w/10 publish*) OR (ads w/10 publish*) 
OR (advertisement* w/10 sponsor*) OR 
(ad w/10 sponsor*) OR (ad w/10 offer) 
or (ads w/10 offer) OR (tech* w/5 
(support OR servic*)) OR (process* 
AND violat*) OR procedure* OR (terms 
w/5 conditions) OR Platform OR 
network OR monetize* OR monetization 
OR servic*) 
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